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ARTICLE I
 
PREAMBLE
 
The Solvay Board of Education and the Solvay Teachers Association finnly believe that the 
primary function of the Board of Education and its certified staff is to assure each child attending 
the Solvay Schools the highest quality and level of educational opportunities available. The Board 
of Education recognizes that teaching is a profession; the Board of Education and the Solvay 
Teachers Association mutually agree that the educational objective of the District may be obtained 
in the highest degree when mutual understanding, cooperation, and effective communications exist 
between the Board of Education and its professional staff. 
ARTICLE II 
RECOGNITION 
A.	 During the period of this Agreement, the Board of Education of the Solvay Union Free 
School District recognizes the Solvay Teachers Association as the exclusive bargaining 
agent of all certified personnel included in the teaching unit. 
B.	 The Solvay Teachers Association agrees to comply with the provisions of the Taylor Law 
prohibiting strikes as said law is now in effect or may hereafter be amended so long as the 
Solvay Teachers Association continues to be the exclusive bargaining agent hereunder. 
ARTICLE III
 
DEFINITIONS
 
A.	 "Board" shall mean the Solvay Board of Education. 
B.	 "Superintendent" shall mean the Superintendent of Schools. 
C.	 "District" shall mean the Solvay Union Free School District. 
D.	 "Association" shall mean the Solvay Teachers Association. 
E.	 "Teaching unit" shall include the following: 
1.	 Teachers 
2.	 Guidance Personnel 
3.	 Teacher Leaders: Coordinators and Content Specialists 
4.	 Librarians 
5.	 School Psychologists 
6.	 Speech Therapists 
7.	 Technology Coordinator 
F.	 The bargaining unit shall exclude all administrators, the Superintendent of Schools, the 
School Business Official, and all other employees. 
G.	 "PERB" shall mean the New York State Public Employment Relations Board. 
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ARTICLE IV 
NEGOTIATION PROCEDURES 
A.	 Areas for Discussion and Agreement 
This constitutes an Agreement between the Solvay Board of Education and the Solvay 
Teachers Association to reach mutual understanding regarding matters concerning and 
related to tenns and conditions of employment. 
B.	 Procedures for Conducting Negotiations 
1.	 Negotiating Teams - The Board ofEducation or designated representative(s) for the 
Board of Education will meet with representatives designated by the Solvay 
Teachers Association for the purpose of discussion and reaching mutually 
satisfactory agreements. 
2.	 Opening Negotiations - Upon a request of either party for a meeting to open 
negotiations, a mutually acceptable meeting date shall be set not more than fifteen 
(15) days following such request to be submitted by January 15. All issues proposed 
for discussion shall be submitted in writing by the employee organization to the 
Board of Education or its designated representative(s) at the first meeting. The 
Board of Education shall submit in writing to the employee representative(s) all 
additional issues upon which it Vv1shes to negotiate no later than the second meeting. 
The second meeting and all necessary subsequent meetings shall be called at times 
mutually agreed. In the event of the necessity for a meeting to consider matters of an 
exceptional matter or purpose, the meeting shall be held with five (5) days of 
notification, unless circumstances prohibit this, at which time the party which cannot 
meet will notify the other in writing, through the secretary, of an extension, and 
submit a time for the meeting. A mutually agreed upon agenda by both 
spokespersons, or their representatives, shall accompany said notification. 
3.	 Negotiating Procedures - Designated representative(s) of the Board ofEducation 
shall meet at mutually agreed upon places and times with representatives of the 
Solvay Teachers Association for the purpose of affecting a free exchange of facts, 
opinions, proposals and counterproposals in an effort to reach mutual understanding 
and agreement. All meetings will be held in Solvay Schools and will be executive 
meetings. Both parties agree to conduct such negotiations in good faith and to deal 
openly and fairly with each other on all matters. Following the initial meetings, as 
described in Section 2 preceding, such additional meetings shall be held as the 
parties may require to reach an understanding on the issue(s) or until an impasse is 
reached. Meetings shall not exceed three (3) hours, plus, an extra one (1) hour if 
mutually agreed upon by both parties, and shall be held at a time other than the 
regular school day. Every effort will be expended by both parties to reach agreement 
on budgetary items of common concern no later than April 15. In the event 
agreement cannot be reached on such budgetary items ninety (90) days prior to 
budget submission date, such items shall be submitted to PERB. 
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[Article IV, Negotiation Procedures, continued] 
4.	 Exchange ofInformation 
a)	 Both parties and/or the Superintendent shall furnish each other, upon 
reasonable request, all available information pertinent to the issue(s) under 
consideration. 
b)	 Answers to proposals shall be submitted to the other party within a twenty 
(20) day limit. 
5.	 Consultants - The parties may call upon consultants to assist in preparing for 
negotiations and to advise them during conference sessions. The expense of such 
consultants shall be borne by the party requesting them. 
6.	 Committee Reports - The parties agree that, during the period of negotiations and 
prior to reaching an agreement to be submitted to the Board of Education and the 
Solvay Teachers Association, the proceedings ofthe negotiations shall not be 
released unless such an issuance has the prior approval of both parties. 
7.	 Reaching Agreement - When consensus is reached covering the area under 
discussion, the proposed Agreement shall be reduced to writing as a memorandum of 
understanding and be submitted to the Solvay Teachers Association and the Board of 
Education for approval. Following an approval of a majority of the Board of 
Education and the Solvay Teachers Association it shall be signed by both parties and 
shall become part of the official minutes of the Board of Education. When 
appropriate, provisions in the Agreement shall be reflected in the Teaching Unit 
Agreement. The Agreement shall not discriminate against any certified member of 
the Unit (regardless of membership or non-membership), in any local professional 
organization. 
8.	 Resolving Differences - An impasse in negotiations may occur if both parties 
mutually agree in writing, or if an agreement on topics under negotiation has not 
been reached one hundred twenty (120) days prior to the end of the fiscal year. We 
will be guided by PERB rules in case of impasse. Both parties agree to abide by the 
rules and regulations of the Public Relations Board governing such mediation and 
fact-finding procedure. 
C.	 Changes in Working Conditions 
The Board ofEducation shall not, during the tenn of this Agreement, make substantial 
changes in existing tenns and conditions of employment not covered by this Agreement 
without prior discussion with the Association. The detennination of substantial changes 
shall be made by the Association. The Association shall then meet with the Superintendent 
to discuss such changes. 
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[Article IV, Negotiation Procedures, continued) 
D.	 Implementation and Amendment 
This procedural agreement for negotiating shall become effective upon its approval by the 
Solvay Teachers Association or its representative(s) and the Board of Education or its 
representative(s). It may be amended by mutual consent of both parties with wTitten 
evidence of said consent being presented by each party to the other. 
ARTICLE V
 
MANAGEMENT RIGHTS
 
The Board of Education and the Solvay Teachers Association recognize that the Board of Education 
is the legally constituted body responsible for the determination of policies covering all aspects of 
the Solvay School District. The Board of Education recognizes that it must operate in accordance 
with all statutory provisions of the State and such other rules and regulations as are promulgated by 
the Commissioner of Education in accordance with such statutes. The Board cannot reduce, 
negotiate, or delegate its legal responsibilities. 
ARTICLE VI
 
GRIEVANCE PROCEDURES
 
A.	 PUIJ?ose 
In order to establish a more hannonious and cooperative relationship, it is hereby declared to 
be the purpose of this article to provide a procedure for the settlement of certain differences 
between teachers, groups of teachers and other employees and their employer, the Solvay 
Union Free School District, through procedures under which grievances may be presented 
free from coercion, interference, restraint, discrimination or reprisal. 
B.	 Definition - "Grievance" shall mean any claimed violation, misinterpretation, or 
inequitable application of any matter within this Agreement. 
C.	 Standards and Principles - Every teacher, group of teachers or other employees, shall have 
the right to present his/her grievance in accordance with the procedure herein stated. 
1.	 The grievance procedure established shall provide for the right of the individual to be 
represented in hearings by a person(s) ofhis own choosing. 
2.	 Except for Stage I, all other stages shall be conducted outside of normal school 
hours. 
3.	 If a grievance is not resolved within the specified time period, the aggrieved shall 
have the right to initiate the next stage. 
4.	 A grievance shall be declared to have been waived if it is not filed in writing within 
thirty (30) school days of the time the aggrieved knew or should have known of the 
occurrence. 
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fArticie VI, Grievance Procedures, continued] 
5.	 System-wide grievances may be submitted at Stage 2. 
6.	 The grievance form shall have a place for the Grievance Chairperson to sign at each 
stage of the procedure, and a line that shows the disposition of the grievance at each 
stage. 
D.	 Grievance Procedures 
Stage 1 - The individual will give written notice of hislher complaint to hislher immediate 
supervisor. Said written notice is to be followed by a conference with the immediate 
supervisor who shall render a written decision within three (3) school days after the 
grievance has been presented. 
Stage 2 - The determination of the immediate supervisor may be appealed by the submission 
of a complete written complaint to the Superintendent of Schools, within five (5) school 
days of receipt of the written decision of the immediate supervisor. Submission may be 
made by the individual and/or the building representative of the Association. Decision must 
be rendered within ten (l0) school days of receipt of the appeal. If either party requests a 
conference, one shall be scheduled within ten (10) school days of receipt of the written 
complaint, and the Superintendent's decision shall be rendered within ten (l0) school days of 
the close of the conference. 
Stage 3 - The aggrieved may, within five (5) school days of the final determination by the 
Superintendent of Schools, make a written request to the Board of Education for review and 
determination. All written statements and records of the case shall be submitted to the 
President of the Board of Education by the individual and/or building representative of the 
Association. The Board of Education may hold a hearing to obtain further information 
regarding the case. Within five (5) school days after the conclusion of the hearing, the 
Board of Education shall render a decision, in writing, on the grievance. Such decision shall 
be promptly transmitted to the grievant and all parties in interest. 
Stage 4 - If after Stage 3 the teacher is not satisfied with the decision of the Board of 
Education, and the Association determines that the grievance is meritorious, the Association 
may submit the grievance to arbitration by written notice to the Board of Education within 
fifteen (15) school days of the decision at Stage 3. 
1.	 Within five (5) school days after such written notice of submission to arbitration, the 
Board of Education and the Association ",ill agree upon a mutually acceptable 
arbitrator competent in the area of the grievance, obtained from a list of arbitrators 
sent by the American Arbitration Association. The parties will then be bound by the 
rules and procedures of the American Arbitration Association. 
2.	 The selected arbitrator will hear the matter promptly and will issue hislher decision 
not later than fourteen (14) days from the close of the hearing or from the date final 
statements and proofs are submitted to him or her. The arbitrator's decision will be 
in writing and will set forth hislher findings of facts, reasoning and conclusions on 
the issues. 
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IArticle VI, Grievance Procedures, continued] 
3.	 The arbitrator shall have no power or authority to make any decision that requires the 
commission of an act prohibited by law or which is in violation of the terms of this 
Agreement. 
4.	 The decision of the arbitrator shall be final and binding upon all parties. 
5.	 The cost for services of the arbitrator will be borne equally by the Board of 
Education and the Association. 
ARTICLE VII
 
TEACHER-ADMINISTRATION LIAISON
 
CONVENTIONS AND/OR SPECIAL ANNUAL CONFERENCES
 
A.	 The building representatives of the Solvay Teachers Association shall function as liaisons 
for the purpose of communications between the Board of Education and/or the school 
administration. Their capacity may also include the initiation of a grievance. 
B.	 Two (2) elected teacher delegates may attend up to three (3) days of the annual meeting or 
convention ofNYSUT. (One [1] of these days may be used for other Association business.) 
The delegates shall receive compensation at the daily rate. All expenses shall be borne by 
the individual or the Association. 
C.	 One (1) elected delegate to the New York State Teachers Retirement Board may attend the 
annual convention for up to two (2) days. Time necessary to attend shall be granted the 
delegate with full compensation. All expenses shall be borne by the individual or the 
Association. 
D.	 The Association President shall be given one (1) duty free period per day for the president to 
use for conducting STA business. If assigned instructional or teacher leadership 
responsibilities leave the President with no non-instructional time, aside from a duty-free 
lunch and required planning time, then he/she will be released from a daily period of 
instruction for conducting STA business. Additional duty free periods will not be added 
when the Association has co-presidents. 
E.	 The Association President and hislher representative will be granted up to ten (10) school 
days annually with pay and benefits for conferences or other Association business. The 
District will provide a substitute. 
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ARTICLE VIII
 
TEACHER ASSIGNMENT, TRANSFER, PROMOTION
 
A. Assignments 
1.	 In arranging schedules for itinerant teachers who are assigned to more than one (1) 
school, the Superintendent shall make an effort to limit the amount of interschool 
travel. Such teachers shall be notified of any changes in their schedules as soon as 
practical and ordinarily at least one (1) week in advance. 
2.	 Teachers, other than newly appointed and substitute teachers, shall be notified in 
writing of their tentative programs for the coming year, prior to the end of the 
present school year, including the school to which they are assigned, the grades 
and/or subjects that they will teach and any special or unusual classes that they will 
have. The principal will notify the teachers concerned, in writing, via U.S. mail, of 
all changes in schedule made during the summer. If the teacher desires an 
appointment for consultation regarding the proposed schedule changes, the teacher 
must contact the principal within five (5) days ofthe notice. 
3.	 Initial assignment shall be in accordance with the written notification of 
appointment. Reassignment within a building shall be made by the building 
principal after consultation with that teacher. 
4.	 Notification of his or her salary for the coming year shall be given in writing to each 
teacher as soon as reasonably possible after the salary agreement has been finalized. 
5.	 Teachers who are in their final year of probation shall be notified in writing as to the 
intent of the Board of Education to grant them tenure. Such notification shall be 
given no later than sixty (60) days prior to the expiration of their probationary 
period. 
B.	 Transfer to Other Buildings 
1.	 Transfer shall be made upon the recommendation of the Superintendent after 
consultation with the teachers involved. 
2.	 A teacher desiring a transfer for the next school year may submit in v"Titing such 
request to the Superintendent of Schools. Whenever the Superintendent knows of a 
vacancy he v"ill notify the teacher who has filed a request as soon as possible. 
3.	 The parties agree that involuntary transfer will be made only when necessary and in 
the best interest of the school system. Notice of an involuntary transfer shall be sent 
to teachers involved as soon as possible. A minimum offive (5) days' notice is 
desirable. Teachers transferred during non-school periods will be notified in writing 
and allowed a fifteen (15) day period from the time of notice to make an appointment 
for consultation. 
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[Article VIII, Teacher Assignment, Transfer, Promotion, continued] 
4.	 An involuntary transfer shall be made only after a meeting between the teacher 
involved and the administrator in charge, at which time the teacher shall be notified 
of the reason for the transfer, which shall be based on the general good of the Solvay 
School District. In the event that a teacher objects to the transfer or reassignment at 
this meeting, upon request of the teacher, he or she may consult with the 
Superintendent of Schools. 
C.	 Promotions and Vacancies 
1.	 Promotional positions are defined as follows: Positions on the administrator­
supervisory level, including but not limited to, positions as supervisor, director, 
principal, and assistant principal. 
2.	 All vacancies in promotional positions and positions within the teaching unit shall be 
posted in every school, clearly setting forth a description of and the qualifications for 
the position, including the duties and salary. 
3.	 When school is in session, such notice shall be posted as far in advance as practical 
and a copy of said notice sent to the Association President. If the position(s) 
becomes available during the summer months of July and August, a copy of the 
vacancy postings shall be mailed to the home of the Solvay Teachers' Association 
President. 
4.	 Teachers who desire to apply for such vacancies shall submit their applications in 
writing to the Superintendent by the date specified in the notice. No vacancy shall 
be filled until after the posted deadline date. 
5.	 Teachers who desire to apply for promotional vacancy, which may be fined during 
the summer vacation period, shall submit their names to the Superintendent, together 
with the position(s) they desire to apply for and an address where they can be 
reached during the summer vacation. The administration shall send such notice as 
far in advance as the best interest of the educational program will allow. In addition, 
the Superintendent shall post a list ofpromotional positions to be filled during the 
summer vacation period on a bulletin board at the Superintendent's office. 
6.	 All appointments to the aforesaid vacancies and openings may be made upon the 
recommendation of the Superintendent and based on qualifications, experience, and 
leadership qualities. They shall be made without regard to race, creed and color. 
D.	 Staff Reduction 
Any teachers severed from their employment due to an involuntary reduction of staff 
shall be offered all rights under Section 2510 of the Education Law. 
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ARTICLE IX
 
USE OF SCHOOL FACILITIES
 
BY SOLVAY TEACHERS ASSOCIATION
 
The Solvay Teachers Association shall be granted the privilege of using such school facilities as 
reasonable circumstances might dictate. Such facilities shall include duplicating machines, 
classroom(s) for meetings, and such office facilities as may be available. The Solvay Teachers 
Association agrees to accept responsibility for damage resulting from the use of such facilities by 
the Association. 
ARTICLE X
 
TEACHING HOURS AND TEACHING LOADS
 
A.	 School Calendar 
1.	 The teacher work year will not exceed one hundred eighty-five (185) days. 
2.	 The District will meet and confer with the Association on the school calendar for 
students. 
B.	 Unit members working in grades K-3 shall have a 7 hour and 15 minute workday including 
lunch. Unit members working in grades 4-12 shall have a 7 hour and 20 minute workday 
including lunch. 
C.	 The number of daily periods of classroom instruction for a secondary teacher shall not 
exceed six (6) unless with the mutual consent of the teacher. There shall be at least one (1) 
period assigned for preparation. There shall be one (1) period for lunch. This lunch period 
shall be free from student supervision duties. 
D.	 Teachers at the secondary level should not be required to develop more than two (2) 
teaching plans; however, exceptions may be made when necessitated by the courses 
involved or by scheduling difficulties. Scheduling normally forces ongoing changes beyond 
the control of anyone. As these stages are normally developed, teachers will be consulted. 
E.	 All elementary special area teachers, e.g. music, art, physical education, library, who have 
class assignments, shall have teaching periods equal to that ofa regularly scheduled teacher. 
F.	 The District shall provide a minimum of225 minutes per week of planning time during the 
student day for each teacher at the elementary level. Every effort will be made to hire a 
substitute teacher in the absence of a regular teacher. 
G.	 An elementary teacher, at the discretion of his administrator, may leave his or her classroom 
when a teacher of a special class is giving instruction in the classroom. 
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[Article X, Teaching Hours and Teaching Loads, continued] 
H.	 All elementary teachers shall have no less than thirty (30) minutes each day for lunch. This 
period shall be free from all student supervision duties. 
I.	 Elementary class shall have library periods conducted by a librarian, where practicaL 
J.	 Teachers with instructional assignments in more than one building shall not be assigned 
extra supervisory duties. 
K.	 Teachers at the Middle School shall not be responsible to conduct lunch supervision. If that 
is not possible, teachers at the Middle School conducting lunch supervision shall be 
compensated at the rate of pay for aides (Effective September 1976). 
L.	 Part-Time Teachers 
1.	 Definition: Teachers will be considered as part-time teachers if they are regularly 
employed for any fractional part of the school week during the regular school year. 
2.	 Percentage: The percentages upon which certain benefits are based will be 
determined as follows: 
Secondary Level 
1 Class 162/3% 
1
 Class and a supervisory assignment 25% 
2 Classes and no supervision 33 1/3% 
2 Classes and a supervision 412/3% 
3 Classes and no supervision 50% 
3 Classes and a supervision 581/3% 
4
4 
5
 
Classes and no supervision 662/3% 
Classes and a supervision 75% 
Classes 100% 
In general, one class equates to 162/3% and one supervision equates to
 
81/3%.
 
A laboratory period shall be considered an instructional period.
 
Elementary Level
 
For part-time teachers, the maximum regular assignment for time spent per week
 
shall not exceed the following for each percentage of full-time equivalency:
 
6 hours 40 minutes 20% 
13 hours 20 minutes 40% 
16 hours 40 minutes 50% 
20 hours 60% 
26 hours 40 minutes 80% 
26 hours 40 minutes + 100% 
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[Article X, Teaching Hours and Teaching Loads, continued] 
1.	 PersonaL Familv and Sick Leave: Part-time employees shall be granted the same 
quantity of leave time as full-time employees, but the rate of pay for each day will 
be the fractional salary equivalent of that employee's workday. 
2.	 Health and Dental Insurance: Part-time employees employed at least 50% offull­
time equivalency shall be entitled to medical and dental benefits at the current 
individual levels of contribution for full-time employees. Part-time employees 
employed at least 60% of full-time equivalency shall be entitled to medical and 
dental benefits at the current individual or family levels of contribution for full-time 
employees, whichever enrollment is applicable to the employee. 
3.	 Implementation: The percentages of full-time equivalency set out in this section 
will become effective for all hiring following June 30, 2000. Part-time teachers 
hired prior to June 30, 2000 will be saved harmless as long as their workloads 
remain the same as they were in the 1999-2000 school year. 
ARTICLE XI
 
TEACHER LEADERSHIP
 
COORDINATORS AND CONTENT SPECIALISTS
 
A.	 Duties and Responsibilities of Coordinators and Content Specialists 
1.	 The Superintendent of Schools with the Board of Education will establish the duties 
and responsibilities of Coordinators and Content Specialists as part of Board Policy. 
2.	 Once in place, duties and responsibilities will be amended only at the end of the 
school year. 
3.	 The four (4) Content Specialists will assume the roles and responsibilities of 
coordinating 4-12 AlS. 
4.	 Notification of changes in the duties and responsibilities will be given to the Solvay 
Teachers Association by April 15th of the school year preceding the changes. 
B.	 Appointment and Reappointment 
1.	 Coordinators will be appointed by the Board of Education to three (3) year terms. 
2.	 Content specialists will be appointed by the Board of Education to two (2) year 
terms. 
3.	 Selection will be made through a posting process from anyone within the 
Department, Program and/or Grade Levels who wishes to apply. The selection 
process will consider the candidate's ability to lead and inspire members, awareness 
of local, state, and national curriculum developments, and longevity. The appropriate 
principals and superintendent will interview candidates. 
4.	 Incumbents seeking reappointment, who are not challenged, will not need to be 
interviewed. 
5.	 Evaluation of Coordinators and Content Specialists will be done annually by the 
Superintendent or hislher designee, including a semiannual meeting with the 
Superintendent or hislher designee to review progress. 
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6.	 Annual evaluations will include input from teachers from the applicable department, 
building principal(s), and the semiannual meetings ,vith the Superintendent or hislher 
designee. 
7.	 Renewal or non-renewal of an appointment is at the discretion of the Board but will 
be consistent with the criteria spelled out in Board of Education Policy on 
Coordinators and Content Specialists Duties and Responsibilities. 
8.	 A non-renewed chairperson or coordinator may appeal the non-renewal to the Board 
of Education. 
9.	 Coordinators or Content Specialists will be discharged during their term only for just 
cause. 
10.	 In the event that a teacher returns to a normal teaching load within three years of his 
or her initial appointment as a Content Specialist, every reasonable effort will be 
made to re-establish his or her instructional assignments as they were prior to 
accepting the initial appointment. After three full years from the initial appointment, 
a teacher returning to a full instructional load will be assigned in the manner deemed 
by the Superintendent to be most valuable to the instructional program. 
11.	 Should a teacher leader have the need to be out of school for a period of longer than 
six weeks (6), the District may opt to appoint an interim teacher leader to fulfill the 
duties and responsibilities ofthe position for that specific time period. The stipend 
for both teachers will be pro-rated accordingly except in instance when the absent 
teacher leader is eligible remuneration through a Workers' Compensation claim. In 
the latter case, only the interim teacher leaders' stipend will be pro-rated. 
C.	 Structure 
1.	 4-12 Content Specialists/AIS Coordinators (4)
 
Science
 
Math
 
ELA
 
Social Studies
 
2.	 Coordinators
 
Library Media
 
Visual and Performing Arts
 
Health and PE
 
ESL
 
Career and Technical Education (Family and Consumer
 
SciencerrechnologylBusiness)
 
4-12 Coordinators
 
Foreign Language
 
9-12 Coordinators
 
9-12 Special Education
 
K-3 Coordinators (2) 
Special Education 
Literacy Coordinator 
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4-8 Coordinator 0)
 
Special Education
 
D.	 Teaching Load 
1.	 Content Specialists may be assigned up to three (3) teaching periods, but no 
supervisory duties. 
2.	 Coordinators may be assigned up to five (5) teaching periods, but no supervisory 
duties beyond their coordinator supervisory time, with the follo'INing exception: when 
a coordinator is an elementary school teacher, the elementary coordinator teaching 
load (Sec. D.3, immediately below) shall apply. 
3.	 Elementary and K-3 Special Education coordinators will carry a teaching load 
comparable to others at their respective grade levels but they will be relieved of any 
extra-duty assignments. 
E.	 Release Time 
Substitute coverage will be provided for the Content Specialist and Coordinators as 
necessary so they may observe activities related to their assignment during the school day. A 
maximum of three (3) days per semester will be considered based on need. The request form 
for release time must be submitted in a timely manner. 
F.	 Training 
1.	 Within a reasonable time from the date of appointment of new Content Specialist or 
Coordinators, training will be provided relevant to the responsibilities and authority 
of each position. 
2.	 The training sessions will not exceed one (1) day's duration, and shall be conducted 
before the school year begins. 
3.	 Compensation for summer training will be provided as per agreements negotiated for 
curriculum-staff development work. 
G.	 Summer Availability 
1.	 Content Specialists and Coordinators may be asked to assist in staffing, requisitions, 
and curriculum work between the last work day of one school year and the first work 
day of the next school year, up to three (3) days as part of the stipend. 
2.	 Time requested beyond three (3) days will be compensated as per agreements 
negotiated for curriculum-staffdevelopment work. 
H.	 Compensation 
Compensation for Content Specialists and Coordinators will be found in Salary Schedule II. 
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ARTICLE XII
 
EVALUATION
 
A.	 Regular evaluations are necessary as an aid in detennining continued employment and
 
tenure decisions, but the most important function of evaluation is to foster continual
 
professional groVY1h and instructional improvement. Therefore, the following provisions
 
apply:
 
1.	 The probationary term for teachers in the Solvay School District shall be as established 
by law. Expiration date of a probationary period shall mean June 30 for any teacher 
beginning service on September 1. Expiration date ofa probationary period for any 
teacher beginning service on a date other than September 1 shall mean the anniversary 
date of beginning services in the District. 
2.	 For the purpose of evaluation, probationary teachers shall be observed by their building 
administrator(s) or other District-employed administrator a minimum of two (2) times 
each year. At least one of the observations shall take place during the first semester with 
the second observation occurring no later than April 15th. 
3.	 A pre-observation conference will be held when desired by the administrator or when 
requested by the bargaining unit member. This does not preclude an administrator from 
conducting an unannounced observation. 
4.	 A post-observation conference must be held between each teacher and administrator 
making the observation within ten (10) school days following each evaluative 
observation. The purpose of the conference will be to discuss what went well, what did 
not go well, and how certain aspects of the lesson could be handled differently if the 
lesson were to be taught again. A final observation report will be prepared after the 
conference and submitted to the appropriate parties within thirty (30) calendar days of 
the observation. No such report shall be submitted to central administration, placed in 
the teacher's file or otherwise acted upon without such a conference. These two 
observation reports will serve as the Annual Professional Perfonnance Review (APPR) 
for non-tenured professionals. 
5.	 If the evaluator has observed deficiencies, they will be noted in the observation or 
evaluation report along with suggestions for improvements. When the observed 
deficiencies are sufficiently serious as to cause the evaluator to question the teacher's 
overall effectiveness in the classroom and/or the merit ofhis or her continued 
employment by the District, an "Instructional Skills Corrective Action Plan" 
(Appendix B-3) will be prepared and properly filed with the observation report(s). The 
evaluator and teacher will jointly attempt to detennine the strategies to be taken to 
overcome such deficiencies, but it is agreed that the primary responsibility for correction 
of deficiencies remains with the teacher. The degree of success or failure experienced 
by the teacher as a result of utilizing these strategies shall be part of future evaluation 
report(s). 
6.	 Teachers who are in their final year ofprobation shall be notified in writing as to the 
decision of the Board ofEducation to grant them tenure. Such notification shall be 
given no later than sixty (60) calendar days prior to the expiration of their probationary 
period. 
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7.	 Probationary teachers shall be given notice in writing no later than May 1 of each 
school year if the Board's intent is to not reemploy them for the upcoming year. 
8.	 All professional staffwill receive an annual performance review (APPR) that will 
reflect the supervisor's evaluation of that person's professional performance. Such 
review for all teachers shall be documented on the evaluation rubrics (Appendix B­
4). Complete documentation and rubrics are located in the Teacher's Handbook. 
9.	 Although the District reserves its right to formally observe all staff as deemed 
necessary using the procedures described in this article, the perfonnance of tenured 
staff is largely carried out through the APPR goal-setting, data gathering, and 
conferencing process. Through that process, a series of infonnal gathering 
classroom visits, as arranged among an individual's professional learning plan 
strategies, may supplant the fonnal observation process in any given year. (See 
professional development options outlined in the district document entitled 
Strategies for Achieving APPR Goals [Appendix C]). 
10.	 The APPR process is largely guided by the project and the people involved, but the 
following components exist for each professional: 
•	 A planning conference between an administrator and the professional to establish 
a mutually agreed upon learning plan goal will take place annually by November 
30. The professional being reviewed will attend that conference having already 
completed a self-evaluation of hislher professional competencies using the APPR 
rubrics. The teacher may write commentary within each domain of the review 
document. At the conclusion ofthe meeting, a copy of the teacher's self­
evaluation rubric will be given to the administrator. 
•	 Within twenty (20) business days of the planning conference, the professional 
will submit a learning plan with a schedule of planned activities (conference, 
workshops, curriculum work, classroom visits for the purpose of data collection) 
to the administrator. A second (2nd) conference between an administrator and the 
professional will occur to review the learning plan submitted by the professional 
if requested. 
•	 A third (3rd ) reflective conference will be held no later than June 15. The 
professional will bring hislher completed learning plan and a completed 
summary activity sheet to this meeting. The administrator will bring a completed 
document evaluating the professional in nine (9) criteria domains (Sumrnative 
Evaluation). Both parties will sign the set of three (3) completed documents 
(Learning Plan, Activities Summary Sheet, and Summative Evaluation) which 
will be placed in the professionals personnel file. 
•	 The professional so reviewed may add written comments to the completed APPR 
document within a period of five (5) business days from receipt, but must sign 
and return an original to acknowledge that he or she has had the opportunity to 
read it before it is placed in his or her personnel file. 
•	 A new planning conference between the building administrator and the 
professional '\\-111 commence no more than 12 months after the initial planning 
conference. 
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11.	 No material derogatory to a teacher's conduct, service, character, or personality will 
be placed in hislher personnel file unless the teacher has had an opportunity to 
review the material. The teacher will acknowledge that he/she has had the 
opportunity to review such material by affixing hislher signature to the copy to be 
filed with the express understanding that such signature in no way indicates 
agreement with the contents thereof. The teacher will also have the right to submit 
written answer to such material, which answer is to be attached to the file copy. 
12.	 All observation of work and performance of teachers will be conducted openly with 
full knowledge of the teacher. 
13.	 A copy of the District's observation and evaluation forms currently in use maybe 
found in Appendix B. The District reserves the right to establish and set evaluation 
standards for teachers and to adjust or change the observation and evaluation form. 
14.	 All observation and evaluation tools, including observation forms Appendix Band 
Appendix C, et. al. will be developed by the Superintendent in collaboration with 
administrators and teachers and approved by the Board of Education. Changes in 
these forms will become effective September 1 each year unless the parties mutually 
agree to another date. 
B.	 No member of the bargaining unit will be disciplined, reprimanded, reduced in rank or
 
compensation or deprived of any professional advantage without just cause.
 
C.	 Every effort will be made to offer employment to only fully certified and best qualified
 
candidates for each position. Employment of all teachers shall be governed by the
 
Education Law and Regulations ofthe Commissioner ofEducation of the State of New
 
York.
 
D.	 Personnel File - A personnel file for each teacher shall be maintained by the Superintendent. 
A teacher's personnel file may be inspected at a mutually convenient time by the teacher or 
his designated representative. 
ARTICLE XIII
 
COACHES AND EXTRACURRICULAR ADVISORS
 
A.	 Coaches are appointed annually based upon the recommendation of the athletic director, 
principal, and superintendent and the approval of the Board of Education. 
B.	 Upon initial appointment, a coach will be placed at the experience level deemed appropriate 
by the district in advance of the appointment as determined by a review of the candidate's 
paid coaching experience at the modified through collegiate levels relative to the particular 
sport to which he/she is being appointed. 
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However, upon initial appointment to coach any sport, an applicant who is a member of the 
bargaining unit having previous paid coaching experience in this district with any 
interscholastic sport, or a member who has paid coaching experience from another district in 
the particular sport to which he or she is being appointed, will be given one-to-one credit for 
each year of that experience up to a minimum of three (3) years, and will be placed no lower 
than experience level L-2; year 4 on the current salary schedule. 
Upon reappointment to coach a sport, an applicant who is a member of the bargaining unit 
and has previously coached that particular sport in the Solvay Union Free School District, 
will be given one-to-one credit for each year ofexperience coaching that sport. 
C.	 All Varsity head coaches will be reviewed at the end of their respective seasons. Upon 
completion of such review, the Director of Athletics will decide whether to recommend 
appointing the head coach for the next 12-month period, or to request that the position be 
posted. Recommendations to renew appointments will be forwarded to the Board of 
Education for action according to the schedule below. Requests for posting head coaching 
positions will be received by the Superintendent for action immediately after the review. 
Such posting and subsequent recommendations for appointment will be handled as quickly 
as practicable so as to preserve the integrity of this process and the continuity of the 
program, and to allow the new head coach to participate in the selection of hislher coaching 
staff for the next season. 
All remaining coaching positions associated with that season and listed in Salary Schedule 
III: Coaches, will be posted through the Superintendent's office. All administrative 
recommendations for coaching appointments will be submitted to the Board of Education 
according to the following: 
Season 
Varsity Head 
Coaching Positions 
Posting Dates for 
Related Coaching 
Positions 
Related 
Appointments 
I Fall December Board Mtg. December 1 January Board Mtg. 
Winter April Board Mtg. April 1 May Board Mtg. 
Spring July Board Mtg. September 15 October Board Mtg. 
All extracurricular advisor positions listed in the collective bargaining agreement for the 
upcoming school year will be posted through the Superintendent's office by June 1. 
Principals' recommendations for extra-curricular advisor appointments will be submitted to 
the Superintendent for consideration by June 30. Any unfilled coaching and/or extra­
curricular advisor positions, listed in the bargaining agreement, will be posted through the 
Superintendent's office by September 15. 
D.	 By posting all of these positions, formulating recommendations, and approving 
appointments to them, the District administration does not guarantee that the sport or 
activity will take place absent other considerations such as community support, student 
interest, or conduct of student or adult participants and spectators. The posting does indicate 
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that, at the time of posting, the District anticipates that the sport or activity will take place 
and that a stipend has been established through the collective bargaining process. 
E.	 If a sport or activity starts, but is discontinued, or the coach or advisor cannot complete the 
season or activity, the coach or advisor will be paid a stipend prorated in accordance with 
the time worked. 
F.	 Coaching evaluations are to be completed either by the end of the subsequent sport season or 
by the last scheduled day of school for the spring sport season. 
G.	 Each coaching stipend will be paid when the coach submits hislher end-of-season checklist 
to the Athletic Director and the end-of-season evaluation conference with the Athletic 
Director has been scheduled. 
H.	 Post season play is deemed to start on the first day of practice after the last day of the regular 
season. 
ARTICLE XIV
 
CLASS SIZE
 
The Solvay Board of Education and the Solvay Teachers Association concur that the educational 
program shall fit the stage of growth, abilities, the needs and the interests of each child, with equal 
opportunity, so that all children may enjoy maximum success in their school experience. It is also 
agreed that a close relationship of cost to quality dictates that we strive to provide the best possible 
educational program at a reasonable expense. In order to provide a high quality education, an 
endeavor will be made that the size of classes shall be kept at a reasonable number. A reasonable 
number is that which provides both student and teacher with the greatest probability of achievement 
of the previously mentioned goals. 
Study halls containing in excess of fifty (50) students shall be monitored by two (2) staff members. 
ARTICLE XV 
SICK LEAVE 
When proper notice is given, members of the teaching unit can be absent from duty without loss of 
pay as follows: 
A.	 Because of Personal Illness 
1.	 Thirteen (13) sick days at current salary shall be added to a bargaining unit 
member's personal sick leave accumulation at the beginning of each work year or 
when a person is first employed. The maximum accumulation to be calculated as of 
June 30 of each work year shall not exceed two hundred fifteen (215) days. 
[Example: A teacher v,ith 210 accumulated days as of June 30 would receive 13 sick 
days in September and would have 223 days available. If during that year, the 
teacher used only 3 sick days, the teacher would accumulate only 215 days as of 
June 30. The next fall the teacher would be credited another 13 sick days and the 
process would be to continue the cycle year to year.] 
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2.	 Rate of pay per day shall be determined on the basis of twenty (20) working days per 
month. 
3.	 Necessity for absence for illness in excess of one (1) week must be substantiated by 
doctor's certificate to be furnished monthly. 
a) If the District desires to verify the finding of the attending physician. it may 
do so through a physician of its own selection and at the expense of the 
District. 
b)	 In the event of a professional difference of opinion between the District's 
physician and the teacher's attending physician, the final determination shall 
be made jointly by the respective physicians. 
4.	 Absence for illness on holidays and days school is not in session shall not be counted 
against accumulated sick leave. 
5.	 Thirteen (13) days shall be allowed any month during the year. A new entrant who 
has been paid for thirteen (13) days of sick leave and leaves the system before 
completion of the school year should have sick leave salary not earned, deducted 
from the final month's salary. 
B.	 Injury or Disease Incurred in Performance ofDuty 
1.	 Any employee absent from duty because of occupational injury or disease, as defined 
by Worker's Compensation Law, may, pending adjudication ofhis case, be granted 
leave with full pay for a period not to exceed ten (l0) months (exclusive of 
accumulated sick leave credit). 
2.	 In the event the teacher receives benefits under the Worker's Compensation Law for 
the period of his disability, up to ten (l0) months, he shall be required to pay those 
benefits over to the Board. 
3.	 If wages are paid to the individual in a lump-sum settlement award, those wages are 
to be returned to the District, not to exceed the amount already paid to the individual 
by the District. 
4.	 Employees absent because of occupational injury or disease shall not have such 
absence charged against accumulated sick leave when the employee signs Workers' 
Compensation payments over to the District. 
C.	 Sick Leave for Long-Term Substitute Teachers 
"Regular" substitute teachers may be absent without loss of pay according to the provisions 
of Article XV, A and D; and Article XVII of this agreement. 
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D.	 Family and Medical Leave Act 
1.	 In accordance \\-1th the applicable provisions of the federal Family and Medical 
Leave Act of 1993 ("FMLA"), eligible unit members shaJl be entitled to up to twelve 
(12) weeks (60 work days) of unpaid leave for FMLA approved absences per fiscal 
year (July 1 - June 30). 
2.	 To be eligible for FMLA leave, an employee must have worked for Solvay Union 
Free School District for at least 12 months and at least 1,250 hours during the 12 
months immediately preceding commencement of leave. 
3.	 Eligible employees wishing to take FMLA leave must make application for such 
leave, in advance (30 days where possible, or as soon thereafter as the employee 
becomes aware of the need for such leave), on a fonn (Appendix A) available from 
the Solvay Union Free School District Office. 
4.	 An employee granted FMLA leave will continue to be covered under Solvay Union 
Free School District's group health and dental insurance plans, under the same 
conditions as coverage would have been provided if the employee had been 
continuously employed during the leave period. The employee will be responsible 
for paying their portion of the applicable premium rate(s). 
5.	 Absences of four (4) or more consecutive days for personal illness (paid or unpaid) 
and any previous FMLA leave occurring from July 1 to the effective date of the 
current FMLA leave request, will be subtracted from the employee's total annual 
FMLA leave entitlement for that fiscal year. Employees who have paid vacation 
leave or other applicable paid leave credits (i.e. personal and family illness leaves) 
may, at the employee's option, apply such paid leave time against 
their FMLA leave and such paid leave shall run concurrently with and be a part of 
the FMLA absence. 
6.	 Except as otherwise provided for herein, FMLA leave shall be subject to and 
governed by the applicable statute. 
ARTICLE XVI
 
SICK LEAVE BANK
 
A Sick Leave Bank shall be established effective 1 September 1979. The Bank shall be 
administered according to the following guidelines: 
1.	 Teachers may choose to participate or withdraw participation once each year during the 
month of September. 
2.	 The Sick Leave Bank shall be administered by the Administration. 
3.	 The Sick Leave Bank shall be established by the contribution of (1) one day of
 
accumulated sick leave per participating teacher in the bargaining unit.
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4.	 The bank will be replenished when the number of days in the bank reaches twenty (20) or 
fewer.	 One day will be taken from each participating bargaining unit member. 
5.	 Replenishment of days will be on the same basis as establishing the bank. Written 
notification of the replenishment will be forwarded to the STA President. 
6.	 There will not be more than (2) two replenishments per year. 
7.	 Only participating teachers may draw on the bank. 
8.	 An eligible teacher drawing on the bank must first exhaust all ofhislher accumulated sick 
leave and then be off the Solvay Schools' payroll for five (5) consecutive days. 
9.	 First year teachers are excluded from participating in the bank. 
10.	 Eligible bargaining unit employees may draw on the bank based upon the following 
guidelines: 
a)	 Two (2) days for each year of full-time continuous service with Solvay Union Free 
School District. 
b)	 One (1) day for each two (2) days of accumulated sick leave as of the previous June 
30. 
c)	 The number of days arrived at by (a) and (b) above will be limited to the number of 
school days remaining in the current school year. 
11.	 The administration may require medical documentation of any claim to the bank at any time. 
ARTICLE XVII
 
PERSONAL LEAVE
 
When proper notice is given, members of the teaching unit can be absent from duty without loss of 
payor deduction from sick leave (a School District cannot unilaterally require that sick leave be 
utilized for absences for other purposes) (See Education Law, Section 3005B), as follows: 
A.	 Death 
1.	 Up to three (3) working days per year per death in the immediate family: husband, 
wife, parent, child, brother, sister, spouse of the above, person occupying the 
position of parent, or person whose legal address is the teacher's residence. Days 
can be taken beyond the three-day limit at the discretion of the Superintendent of 
Schools and shall be taken as sick leave. 
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2.	 Up to one (l) day per year per death to attend funeral of grandparent, grandchild, 
aunt, uncle, niece, nephew or friend. In emergency situations, additional leave may 
be requested, subject to the approval of the Superintendent of Schools, and shall be 
taken as sick leave. 
B.	 Illness 
Up to three (3) working days because of illness in the immediate family: husband, wife, 
parent, child, brother, sister, spouse of the above, person occupying the position ofparent, or 
person whose legal address is the teacher's residence. Days can be taken beyond the three­
day limit at the discretion of the Superintendent of Schools and shall be taken as sick leave. 
C.	 Jury Duty 
On proof of necessity ofjury service or attending court for other than personal matters, leave 
of absence shall be granted to the extent of the jury demand or the court. However, 
employees involved in such absence shall be expected to carry on their usual duties during 
such service at such times as they may be excused from service. 
D.	 Quarantine 
Quarantine for contagious disease in home and not due to personal illness shall be granted to 
the extent of the quarantine. 
E.	 Religious Holidays 
Employees of Jewish and Eastern Orthodox faiths may be absent a maximum of three (3) 
days during the school year for observance of the holidays. 
F.	 Personal Business Day 
1.	 All regular full-time teachers may take two (2) personal days a year for personal 
business. It is understood and agreed that the purpose of the personal day is to 
permit a teacher to attend to business matters which cannot be accomplished other 
than during normal working hours. The personal day is with pay and will not be 
charged against sick leave. Unused personal business days will accumulate as sick 
days. The req uest form for a personal business day must be received by the building 
principal at least five (5) school days prior to the date of the leave. In some 
situations of emergency, the five (5) day notice may be waived by Superintendent's 
approval. 
2.	 Personal business days shall not be taken before and/or after a holiday unless it is 
with the approval of the Superintendent. Any deviation from this policy will be at 
the discretion of the Superintendent. 
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ARTICLE XVIII
 
LEAvES OF ABSENCE
 
A. Sabbatical Leave 
One (1) sabbatical leave for formal education purposes only may be granted to a member of 
the teaching unit with a minimum of seven (7) years in the Solvay District on the following 
basis: 
1.	 One (1) full year at half (1/2) salary. 
2.	 One half (1/2) year at one quarter (1/4) salary. 
B.	 Childbirth and Child Rearing Leave 
1.	 Childbirth Leave 
a)	 A teacher who becomes pregnant may continue in active employment as late 
into her pregnancy as she desires provided that her attending physician 
verifies in writing that she is capable of performing her professional 
obligations. Such verification will be provided to the Superintendent or his 
designee on a monthly basis beginning with the sixth (6th) month of 
pregnancy. Such teacher shall have the right (a) to return to active 
employment whenever, after delivery, her physician verifies in writing that 
she is capable of performing her professional obligations; (b) to use her 
accumulated sick leave benefits in the event she is not capable of performing 
her professional obligations by reason of medical disability as verified by her 
physician in connection with or resulting from her pregnancy; (c) upon 
written request may receive a child rearing leave pursuant to #2 below. 
b)	 Reasonable notice will be given by the teacher when she intends to leave and 
when she intends to return. 
2.	 Child Rearing Leave 
In the case of a birth or adoption of a child, a teacher upon written request will be 
granted a leave of absence up to two (2) years for child rearing purposes under the 
following conditions: 
a)	 Requests shall be submitted at any time between the commencement of the 
pregnancy and one (1) month prior to the anticipated birth of the child and as 
soon as possible in cases of adoption. 
b)	 When the birth of a child is anticipated during the first two (2) months of the 
school year and a child rearing leave is being requested, such leave must 
commence at the beginning of the school year. 
c)	 Following such leave the teacher may return only at the beginning of the 
school year or the semester break. 
d)	 In the event a teacher wishes to return prior to the termination of a child 
rearing leave, the teacher, upon one (1) month's written notice, may request to 
return to work before the scheduled termination of the leave. 
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3.	 Other applicable conditions: 
a)	 Child rearing leaves will be without pay. 
b)	 All benefits to which a teacher was entitled at the time hislher leave of absence 
commenced, including unused accumulated sick leave and previously accrued 
credits toward tenure and sabbatical leave eligibility will be restored to him/her 
upon his/her return and he/she will be assigned to the same position which he/she 
held at the time said leave commenced, if available, or if not, to a substantially 
equivalent position. 
c)	 Additional benefits will not be accumulated during the period of leave. 
d)	 In the case of a non-tenured teacher the time accrued during such leave shall not 
be credited to the probationary period for the purpose of obtaining tenure. 
e)	 Upon return from a child rearing leave, the teacher Vvill be placed on the salary 
step he/she would have achieved in the year immediately following the 
commencement of the leave, if the employee completed a semester. In the event 
the employee taught less than a semester, the employee would return to the same 
step on the salary schedule as he/she was placed when leave commenced. 
C.	 Other Leaves 
A leave without pay for up to one year may be granted to bargaining unit members with five 
or more years ofDistrict service at the discretion of the Superintendent in cases of 
educational, personal or special need. This leave may be extended for one additional year at 
the discretion of the Superintendent. 
D.	 Teachers on leave shall notify the Superintendent whether he/she intends to return from that 
leave by June 1 or 90 days prior to the end of the leave. 
ARTICLE XIX
 
MISCELLANEOUS PROVISIONS
 
A.	 Any individual arrangement, agreement or contract hereafter executed shall be expressly 
made subject to and consistent with the terms of this or subsequent agreements to be 
executed by the parties. If any individual arrangement, agreement or contract contains any 
language inconsistent with this Agreement, this Agreement, during its duration, shall be 
controlling. 
B.	 The invalidity of any provisions hereof, shall not affect, impair or invalidate the remainder 
but shall be confined to such provisions directly involved in the controversy in which such 
invalidity was determined. 
C.	 Copies of this Agreement shall be printed at the expense of the Board and distributed to all 
teachers now employed or hereafter employed by the Board within two (2) weeks after its 
execution or employment ifthat occurs later. 
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lArticle XIX, Miscellaneous Provisions, continued] 
D.	 Nothing herein contained is intended nor shall it have the effect of abridging or violating the 
rights and obligations according to or imposed upon the respective parties by the Education 
Law of the State of New York. 
E.	 TAYLOR LAW CLAUSE (204-a) "IT IS AGREED BY AND BETWEEN THE
 
PARTIES THAT Al\I' PROVISIONS OF THIS AGREEMENT REQUIRING
 
LEGISLATIVE ACTION TO PERl\1IT ITS IMPLEMENTATION BY
 
AMENDMENT OF LAW OR BY PROVIDING THE ADDITIONAL FUNDS
 
THEREFOR, SHALL NOT BECOME EFFECTIVE lJNTIL THE APPROPRIATE
 
LEGISLATIVE BODY HAS GIVEN APPROVAL."
 
F.	 Curriculum Committee 
1.	 A District Curriculum and Professional Development Committee will be established 
annually to analyze the District's curriculum and staff development needs. The 
committee is charged with developing and prioritizing district and building activities to 
ensure they are aligned with district goals. The committee's recommendations for the 
next school year will be submitted to the superintendent by the administrator in charge 
of curriculum and instruction no later than May 31 5t• 
Every effort will be made to include the teacher representatives from each building and 
diverse disciplines. The administrator in charge of curriculum and instruction and the 
Association president will work collaboratively to select committee members. The 
committee will have a maximum of 15 teachers. Ad hoc sub-committees comprised of 
additional staff may be formed to address specific tasks. 
G.	 Health and Safety Committee 
The District agrees to establish a Health and Safety Committee, with the appropriate 
Association representation, in accordance with Commissioner's regulations. 
ARTICLE XX
 
FRINGE BENEFITS
 
A.	 Health Insurance 
The Solvay Board of Education agrees to contribute to the Central New York Blue 
Cross/Blue Shield Region wide Health Insurance Program with Drug Prescription Rider as 
follows: 
•	 Ninety-three (93%) percent of the individual's health insurance premium. 
•	 Eighty-five (85%) percent of the health insurance premium on family plan 
(dependent). 
•	 Effective September 1,2008, the Blue Cross/Blue Shield Prescription co-pay for 
active bargaining unit members employed in the Solvay School District shall be 
four dollars ($4.00) for generic prescription drugs and shall be eight dollars 
($8.00) for brand name prescription drugs. The cost for mail order drugs shall be 
sixteen dollars ($16.00) for a ninety (90) day supply. 
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[Article XX, Fringe Benefits, continued) 
Any family that has both spouses employed by Solvay School District and where one (1) 
member of the family carries the family health plan, the other spouse will not carry an 
individual health plan. 
B. Dental Insurance 
The District will contribute toward a dental plan to be chosen by the Teachers Association, 
up to two hundred dollars ($200.00) toward the individual premium and up to two hundred 
fifty dollars ($250.00) toward the family premium. 
Beginning July 1,2009, the District will contribute toward a dental plan to be chosen by the 
Teachers Association, up to two hundred twenty-five dollars ($225.00) toward the individual 
premium and up to two hundred seventy-five dollars ($275.00) toward the family premium. 
Any family that has both spouses employed by Solvay School District and where one (1) 
member of the family carries the family dental plan, the other spouse will not carry an 
individual dental plan. 
C. Vision Plan 
The District will implement a new vision plan for the Association chosen by the 
Association. Costs of this plan will be paid by the enrolled unit member. 
D. Flexible Spending Account 
The District shall establish a Flexible Spending Plan for bargaining unit employees as 
qualified under Section 125 of the Internal Revenue Code. The District shall contribute two­
thirds (2/3) of the initial administrative fee charged by the third-party provider, and the 
Solvay Teachers' Association shall contribute one-third (1/3) of that initial administrative 
fee. Any maintenance fee(s) charged by the third party provider for the administration of the 
program shall be paid by the District. 
The maximum amount for medical reimbursement shall be three thousand dollars ($3,000) 
per year and the maximum amount for dependent childcare shall be five thousand dollars 
($5,000) per year. 
E. Retirees' Insurance (for employees who retire April 30, 2005 and beyond) 
A teacher, who retires from the District (effective April 30, 2005 or later) with at least five 
(5) years of full-time service to the District, shall be entitled to maintain health insurance 
coverage in the plan provided for active employees. The District shall contribute toward the 
premium sixty (60%) for individual coverage, or fifty percent (50%) for family coverage. 
Also, upon attaining age 65, if the retiree subscribes to Medicare Part B, the District shall 
reimburse the retiree amount of his or her monthly Social Security deduction for that benefit. 
No other reimbursements or premium payments beyond those stated herein shall apply to 
retirees' insurance benefits. 
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[Article XX, Fringe Benefits, continuedJ 
If the retired teacher's coverage at the time of retirement included coverage for a spouse, 
said spouse shall have the option, in the event of the death of the insured teacher, of 
maintaining hislher coverage by paying the full premium. 
Retirees Insurance (for employees who retired prior to April 30.2005) 
Any teacher who retired from the District before April 30, 200S, shall be entitled to maintain 
existing health insurance benefits. For individual coverage the District shall contribute 50% 
and for family coverage the District shall contribute 35%. Also, upon attaining age 65, if 
the retiree subscribes to Medicare Part B, the District shall reimburse the retiree amount of 
his or her monthly Social Security deduction for that benefit. No other reimbursements or 
premium payments beyond those stated herein shall apply to retirees' insurance benefits. If 
the retired teacher's coverage at the time of retirement included coverage for a spouse, said 
spouse shall have the option, in the event of the death of the insured teacher, of maintaining 
hislher coverage by paying the full premium. 
F.	 Retirement Stipend 
Regardless of Section 209 (a) (l)-e of the Taylor Law, this provision shall expire on 
June 30, 2011. 
1.	 General Terms and Eligibility 
a)	 To be eligible for the stipend: 
(i)	 A teacher must be in hislher first year of eligibility to retire without 
penalty under the rules of the New York State Teachers Retirement 
System, and must have completed fifteen (15) years or more of service 
to the Solvay Union Free School District as of the effective date of 
retirement; or 
(ii)	 If a teacher has less than fifteen (15) years of completed District service 
at the time he/she is first eligible to retire without penalty under the 
rules of the New York State Teachers Retirement System, the teacher 
must retire upon completion of hislher fifteenth (ISth ) year of service. 
b)	 Teachers with birthdays in July or August that make them eligible to retire 
without penalty under the rules of the New York State Teachers' Retirement 
System will be considered first eligible for the incentive in the school year 
preceding such birthday. 
c)	 Each teacher who intends to accept this retirement stipend must submit an 
irrevocable letter of intent to retire. The letter must be received by the 
Superintendent of Schools on or before the last business day preceding 
February 1st for retirement effective the following June 30; or on or before 
the last business day preceding August 1st for retirement effective at the end 
of the following fall semester. 
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[Article XX, Fringe Benefits, continuedI 
2.	 The retirement stipend shall be in two parts. Eligible teachers shall receive both 
portions of the retirement stipend, as follows: 
a)	 Accumulated sick leave 
Accumulated sick leave days shall be payable at $60.00 per day up to a total 
of $12,900 per teacher, depending on the number of sick days accumulated 
on June 1 of the applicable year for June retirees, or January 1 of the 
applicable year for January retirees. 
b)	 Lump sum incentive 
Each teacher who is eligible for the retirement incentive (as set out above) 
will receive a lump sum incentive payment of$17,500. 
3.	 For those teachers not eligible for the retirement stipend according to
 
provisions outlined above, the following provision applies:
 
Accumulated sick leave 
Accumulated sick leave days shall be payable at $60.00 per day up to a total of 
$12,900 per teacher, depending on the number of sick days accumulated on 
June 1 of the applicable year for June retirees, or January 1 ofthe applicable 
year for January retirees. 
4.	 Payment 
a)	 The District agrees to make a non-elective employer contribution of the total 
of the amounts due in parts a) and b) above, to the NYSUT endorsed Section 
403-b program, which is able to accept such amounts subject to the 
contribution limits outlined in the United States Internal Revenue Code. The 
retirement stipend will be remitted by the District no later than December 31 
of the calendar year in which the teacher retires. 
b)	 Each teacher will be required to sign a Hold Harmless Agreement. A copy of 
this agreement is attached as Appendix H. 
G.	 Social Security Payments 
The District will contribute Social Security payments in accordance with Federal law. 
H.	 New York State Teachers' Retirement System 
The District will contribute retirement benefit payments in accordance with State law. 
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ARTICLE XXI 
SALARY 
Section 1 Salary Schedules 
The Solvay Board of Education and the Solvay Teachers Association agree that the 
salaries of employees covered by this Agreement shall be according to the schedules, 
which follow: 
Schedule I - Teachers' Salary Schedule 
Schedule II - Guidance Counselors, Director of Guidance, Content Specialists and 
Coordinators, Grade Machine Contacts, Website Coordinator and Contacts, and 
Mentors. 
Schedule III - Coaches' Salaries 
Schedule IV - Extra-Curricular Schedule 
Schedule V - Chaperones and Assistants at Events and Garnes 
Schedule VI ­ Additional Supplemental Compensation: Home instruction, 
curriculum development, attendance at workshops, instructors for workshops, 
Saturday morning detention, assessment scoring, attendance at meetings of the 
Committee on Special Education and Proctors. (See Appendix K) 
Schedule VII ­ Tenure and Longevity Stipends 
Section 2 Pay Dates 
2.1 Pay dates for all employees will be based on a bi-weekly calendar in the following 
manner: 
Ten (10) month employees - Option of 21 or 26 checks, with a 21.5 or 26.5 check 
pay calendar in effect in the following school years: 2007-2008,2008-2009. 
Subsequent pay calendars will be established during the 2010-2011 school year. 
Eleven (11) month employees - 23 checks 
2.2 Employees selecting a 26-check option shall notify the District in writing by August 
1. In such instance, one check will be issued to cover the five (5) remaining checks, 
and shall be treated as five separate checks subject to IRS restrictions, and shall be 
distributed with the 21 st check. 
2.3 Pay dates shall be issued annually by the Business Office. 
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(Article XXI, Salary, continued) 
Section 3	 Payroll Provisions 
3.1	 The payroll savings plan currently in effect shall be maintained during the tenn of 
this Agreement. 
3.2	 The District agrees upon receipt of a properly signed Payroll Deduction 
Authorization Form, to deduct the amount so specified for deduction to the NYSUT 
Member Benefits and VOTE-COPE. 
3.3	 The District agrees to establish direct deposit to an account in a credit union and/or 
bank of each bargaining unit member's choice. 
Section 4	 Tax Sheltered Annuities 
4.1	 The Tax Sheltered Annuity Plan now in effect shall be maintained during the 
tenn of this Agreement. The eligibility shall be limited to the companies 
presently involved. Upon non-participation in any of the eligible companies, 
such company shall be removed from the eligibility list, and shall be replaced 
by another company. 
4.2	 The District will expand the list of investments available for TSA accounts if 
the minimum number of 5 employees enrolls in any given TSA before it is 
implemented. A list will be published annually. Enrollees may include 
employees outside the STA. 
4.3	 Bargaining unit members may make adjustments to their TSA accounts 
through the District's Business Office in September and April each year and 
one (1) additional time during each year, if and when he/she feels changes in 
economic or personal conditions warrant such change. 
Section 5	 Section 403(b): 
5.1	 There will be a non-elective contributory deferred compensation plan pursuant to 
Section 403(b) of the U.S. Internal Revenue Code. The District will match teachers' 
contributions by paying 1.0% of the teacher's schedule salary in years 2005-2006 
and 2006-2007. The District's contribution will increase to 1.25% of the teacher's 
schedule salary beginning in 2007-2008. 
5.2	 All unit members participating in a Section 403 (b) plan must sign and file with the 
District a Hold Harmless Agreement. A copy of the Hold Harmless Agreement is 
attached to this Agreement as Appendix H. 
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[Article XXI, Salary, continued] 
Section 6 Prior Service Credit 
Criteria for Salary Schedule Placement 
a.	 Credit for courses completed and for previous teaching experience, 
occupational or allied work experience or military service 'hill be determined 
at the time of appointment. 
b.	 Upon employment by the District: 
1.	 One (l) year will be given for each of the first five (5) years of 
supervised K-12 teaching experience. 
11.	 The Board reserves the right to grant credit for additional previous 
teaching experience beyond five (5) years. 
c.	 These guidelines shall be made available to prospective bargaining unit 
members prior to hiring. 
Section 7 In-Service Credit 
7.1	 Definition 
In-service courses or training shall be defined as courses or training, other than 
approved college courses, in which teacher participation is on a voluntary basis after 
school hours. 
The number of in service credits a teacher may accumulate for salary credit shall be 
limited to 4 credits (60 clock hours) during the period July 1 - June 30. 
7.2	 For Salary Credit: 
a)	 Courses or training programs shall be those established for at least fifteen 
(15) clock hours on in-session participation time. Any absence is to be made 
up. 
b)	 All courses or programs shall be approved in advance and other procedures 
followed in accordance with applicable administrative regulations. The 
approval form is Appendix F. 
c)	 One (1) credit hour may be earned upon satisfactory completion of a fifteen 
(15) clock hour course or program; two (2) credit hours for a thirty (30) hour 
program; three (3) credit hours for a forty-five (45) hour program. 
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[Article XXI, Salary, continuedJ 
Section 8 Graduate Course Credit 
8.1	 Bargaining unit employees shall be entitled to a salary adjustment, as incorporated 
into Salary Schedule I, for acquisition of a Masters' Degree and/or completion of 
additional graduate credit hours remunerated in blocks of six (6) credit hours to a 
maximum of a B+ 84 or a M+ 42. 
8.2	 Bargaining unit employees who earn blocks of six (6) credit hours, beyond the 
maximum stated herein, shall earn $250 per block of six (6) tip to a maximum of 
M+66. 
8.3	 To be eligible for a salary adjustment, all courses must be approved college courses 
which relate to the teaching field. The request must be made in writing and 
approved in advance (in writing) by the Superintendent of Schools. The approval 
form is Appendix G. All other procedures must be followed in accordance with 
applicable administrative regulations. 
8.4	 Salary adjustments after successful completion of graduate or in-service credits shall 
be made twice per year: on or before August 20 and on or before January 20. Iffinal 
grades are not yet available, the District will accept a certificate of completion signed 
by the unit member as an interim document. Official confirmation must be received 
by the following November 1 or the following April!. If that documentation is not 
received by these dates, the salary adjustment will be rescinded and any resulting 
overpayment will be deducted over the remainder of the semester. 
Section 9 Music Teachers 
Events such as All-City, All-County, or N.Y.S.S.M.A. competitions, which occur on 
weekends or during school vacation periods, shall be eligible for compensation pursuant to 
the following rules: 
9.1	 Each event shall be paid at the rate for other approved chaperone assignments 
(Salary Schedule V). 
9.2	 Each teacher shall be eligible for compensation for no more than six (6) such events 
during any fiscal year (July I-June 30). 
9.3	 Each teacher must, using the appropriate form, request in writing prior approval from 
the Superintendent for compensation for each event. 
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ARTICLE XXII 
CONTRACT DURATION 
This contract and the attached schedules are effective 01 July 2008 through 30 June 2011. 
Association: District: 
'N\,lJ q.~ 
Michael Emmi 
President 
<. I'W' 2 1..00 tyDa e t d: J't..,(" I • I II Dated: 0 -~ ~\08" 
J. Franci Manning 
Superintendent of Schools 
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SCHEDULE I
 
SALARY INCREASES AND NOTES
 
Salary increases for returning bargaining unit members, including step movement, shall be as 
follows: 
2008-2009 
A new salary schedule will be created and all teachers will receive a minimum 4% increase 
over their salaries for 2007-2008. Teachers who are on the salary schedule will receive a 
new step placement. Any teacher who is not on the salary schedule will be considered 
off-step. 
2009-2010 
All teachers on the 2008-2009 salary schedule move onto the 2009-2010 salary schedule. 
Each cell will increase 4.5% above its value for 2008-2009. Off step teachers will receive a 
4.5% increase over their salaries for 2008-2009. 
2010-2011 
All teachers on the 2009-2010 salary schedule move onto the 2010-2011 salary schedule. 
Each cell will increase 4.25% above its value for 2009-2010. Off step teachers will receive 
a 4.25% increase over their salaries for 2009-2010. 
All schedules, II through VII, will be increased by 4% for 2008-2009,4.5% for 2009-2010, and 
4.25% for 2010-2011. 
If Excellence in Teaching monies (E.I.T.) become available, such monies will be considered 
included in this salary schedule. 
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SOLVAY UNION FREE SCHOOL DISTRICT
 
SCHEDULE I FOR 2008-2009
 
BACHELOR'S and MASTER'S DEGREE COLUMNS
 
BACHELORS 2008-2009 
1 2 4 7 83 5 6 
Step 8 8+6 B+428+12 8+18 B+24 B+30 B+36 
A 39,390 39,647 40,684 41,19639,896 40,160 40,421 40,933 
8 41,013 41,289 41,565 42,395 42,668 42,94441,839 42,119 
C 42,690 42,990 44,190 44,489 44,78843,288 43,588 43,891 
0 44,442 44,764 45,087 45,734 46,057 46,381 46,70345,411 
E 46,211 46,564 46,919 47,271 47,626 47,978 48,68848,333 
F 48,027 48,418 49,590 49,981 50,76348,810 49,201 50,372 
G 49,923 50,336 51,575 51,992 52,81550,751 51,164 52,406 
H 51,869 52,282 53,52152,697 53,110 53,938 54,352 54,761 
I 53,865 54,278 55,106 55,93454,693 55,517 56,348 56,757 
J 55,911 56,324 57,152 57,563 57,980 58,80356,739 58,394 
K 58,007 58,420 59,198 60,07658,835 59,659 60,490 60,899 
L 60,153 61,344 62,22260,566 60,981 61,805 62,636 63,045 
M 62,349 63,540 64,41862,762 63,177 64,001 64,832 65,241 
N 64,595 65,008 65,423 65,786 66,247 66,664 67,078 67,487 
0 66,891 67,304 67,719 68,082 68,543 68,960 69,374 69,783 
P 69,237 70,065 70,42869,650 70,889 71,306 71,720 72,129 
Q 71,633 72,046 72,461 72,824 73,702 74,52573,285 74,116 
R 74,079 74,492 74,907 75,270 75,731 76,148 76,562 76,971 
MASTERS 2008-2009 
21 5 6 73 4 8 
M+6M M+12 M+18 M+24 M+30 M+36 M+42 
8+48 8+54Step 8+60 8+66 8+72 8+78 8+84 
41,458A 41,706 41,965 42,218 42,477 42,742 42,996 43,249 
43,2358 43,509 43,788 44,063 44,341 44,625 44,901 45,174 
C 45,091 45,390 45,689 45,988 46,287 46,591 47,18846,889 
0 47,027 47,351 47,673 47,997 48,320 48,643 48,966 49,291 
E 49,041 49,395 49,748 50,103 50,456 50,810 51,162 51,517 
F 51,156 51,546 51,937 52,329 52,720 53,110 53,88953,501 
G 53,231 53,644 54,47154,055 54,885 55,299 55,712 56,125 
H 55,377 55,790 56,201 56,617 57,031 57,445 57,858 58,271 
I 57,523 57,936 58,347 58,763 59,177 59,591 60,41760,004 
J 59,739 60,152 60,563 60,979 61,393 61,807 62,220 62,633 
K 62,025 62,438 62,849 64,093 64,506 64,91963,265 63,679 
L 64,381 64,794 65,205 65,621 66,449 66,862 67,27566,035 
M 66,807 67,220 67,631 68,461 68,875 69,288 69,70168,047 
N 69,303 69,716 70,127 71,371 71,784 72,19770,543 70,957 
0 71,869 72,282 73,937 74,76372,693 73,109 73,523 74,350 
P 74,505 74,918 76,57375,329 75,745 76,159 76,986 77,399 
Q 77,211 77,624 79,279 79,692 80,10578,035 78,451 78,865 
R 79,987 82,05580,400 80,811 81,227 81,641 82,468 82,881 
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SOLVAY UNION FREE SCHOOL DISTRICT
 
SCHEDULE I FOR 2009-2010
 
BACHELOR'S and MASTER'S DEGREE COLUMNS
 
Step 
A 
B 
C 
0 
E 
F 
G 
H 
I 
J 
K 
L 
M 
N 
0 
P 
Q 
R 
Step 
A 
B 
C 
0 I 
E 
F 
G 
H 
I 
J 
K 
L 
M I 
N I 
0 i 
P 
Q 
R 
,BACHELORS 2009-2010 
1 2 
B B+6 
40,000 40,230
 
41,163
 41,431
 
42,859
 43,147
 
44,611
 44,925
 
46,442
 
48,290
 
50,188
 
52,170
 
54,203
 
56,289
 
58,427
 
60,617
 
62,860
 
65,155
 
67,502
 
69,901
 
72,353
 
74,856
 
1 
M 
B+48 
42,068
 
43,324
 
45,181
 
47,120
 
49,143
 
51,248
 
53,458
 
55,626
 
57,869 i
 
60,112
 
62,427
 
64,816
 
67,278
 
69,813
 
72,422
 
75,103
 
77,858
 
80,685
 
3 4 15 6 7 8 
B+12 B+18 B+24 B+30 B+36 B+42 
40,482 40,750 41,015 41,282 41,535 41,802 
41,691 41,967 42,240 42,515 42,775 43,050 
43,435 43,722 44,014 44,303 44,588 44,876 
45,236 45,549 45,866 46,179 I 46,491 46,803 i 
46,778 47,116 47,454 47,792 48,130 ' 48,468 48,805 
48,659 49,030 49,398 49,769 50,137 50,508 50,879 
50,597 51,006 51,415 51,822 52,230 52,639 53,047 
52,601 53,035 53,466 53,896 54,332 54,764 55,192 
54,635 55,068 55,500 55,929 56,365 56,798 57,225 
56,721 57,154 57,586 58,015 58,451 58,884 59,311 
58,859 59,292 59,724 60,153 60,589 61,022 61,449 
61,049 61,483 61,862 62,344 62,779 63,212 63,639 
63,291 63,725 64,104 64,586 65,022 65,455 65,882 
65,586 66,020 66,399 66,881 67,317 67,749 68,177 
67,933 68,367 68,746 69,228 69,664 70,097 70,524 
70,333 70,766 71,146 71,627 72,063 72,496 72,923 
72,784 73,218 73,597 74,079 74,515 74,947 75,375 
75,288 75,722 76,101 76,583 77,019 77,451 77,879 
MASTER'S 2009-2010 
2 3 4 5 6 7 8 
I M+6 M+12 M+18 M+24 M+30 M+36 M+42 
B+54 B+60 B+66 B+72 B+78 B+84 
42,319 42,581 42,839 43,101 43,370 43,628 43,884 
43,583 43,853 44,118 44,388 44,665 44,931 45,195 
45,467 i 45,758 46,046 46,336 46,633 46,922 I 47,207 
47,433 ' 47,745 48,057 48,370 48,688 48,999 I 49,311 
49,482 49,818 I 50,157 50,494 50,832 51,169i 51,509 
51,618 51,987 I 52,358 52,727 53,096 53,464 I 53,835 
53,866 54,274 I 54,684 , 55,092 55,500 55,909 I 56,314 
, 56,058 56,487 56,922 57,355 57,787 58,219 i 58,651 
58,301 58,730 59,165 59,597 60,030 60,462 I 60,893 
60,543 60,973 61,407 61,840 62,273 62,704 I 63,136 
62,859 63,288 63,723 64,156 64,588 65,020 65,451 I 
65,248 65,677 66,112 I 66,545 66,977 67,409 67,840 i 
67,710 ; 68,139 68,574 I 69,007 69,439 69,871 70,302 I 
70,245 I 70,674 71,1091 71,542 71,974 72,406 72,838 ' 
72,853 73,283 73,717 i 74,150 74,583 75,014 75,446 
75,535 75,964 76,399 ' 76,832 77,264 77,696 78,127 
78,289 78,719 79,154 I 79,586 80,019 80,450 80,882 
81,117 81,547 81,981 82,414 82,847 83,278 83,710 
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SOLVAY UNION FREE SCHOOL DISTRICT
 
SCHEDULE 1FOR 2010-2011
 
BACHELOR'S and MASTER'S DEGREE COLUMNS
 
8ACHELOR'S 2010-2011 
71 2 4 5 6 83 
8+6 8+24 8+30 8+428 8+12 8+18 8+36Step 
40,940 41,482 41,758 42,036 42,300 42,579A 40,700 41,202 
43,5798 41,700 41,940 42,482 42,758 43,036 43,30042,202 
44,322 44,880C 42,912 43,192 43,751 44,035 44,59343,463 
44,681 46,483 46,78344,981 45,885 46,1860 45,281 45,580 
46,507 47,485 47,815 48,142 48,467 48,792E 46,834 47,159 
F 48,416 48,766 49,471 49,823 50,176 50,87949,118 50,528 
50,342 51,114 51,884 52,268 52,655 53,041G 50,727 51,497 
H 52,321 54,024 54,450 54,876 55,30152,747 53,174 53,600 
54,387 57,091 57,538I 54,837 55,738 56,187 56,64155,289 
59,21256,507 56,957 57,408 57,859 58,306 58,761 59,657J 
K 61,83258,681 59,132 59,583 60,033 60,481 60,935 61,387 
60,910 61,361 61,812 62,262 62,710 63,164 63,615 64,061L 
M 63,193 63,644 64,491 64,994 65,447 65,899 66,34464,096 
67,331 67,785 68,237 68,682N 65,532 65,981 66,433 66,828 
67,924 71,07568,373 68,826 69,221 69,723 70,178 70,6280 
70,371 72,170 72,625 73,521P 70,820 71,273 71,668 73,076 
Q 73,322 73,774 74,170 74,671 75,126 75,577 76,02272,872 
R 75,428 77,227 77,682 78,132 78,57875,877 76,330 76,725 
MASTER'S 2010 - 2011 
71 4 5 62 3 8 
M+6 M+24 M+30 M+36 M+42M M+12 M+18 
8+48 8+54 8+72 8+78 8+84Step 8+60 8+66 
42,856 43,118 43,391 43,660 43,933 44,213 44,482 44,749A 
8 44,118 44,933 45,213 45,74943,856 44,391 44,660 45,482 
46,274 47,116C 45,165 45,717 45,993 46,563 46,84145,435 
47,101 49,21347,399 47,703 48,003 48,305 48,615 48,9160 
49,123 49,449 49,774 50,426 50,757 51,081 51,407E 50,099 
F 51,232 52,99251,585 51,935 52,289 52,640 53,344 53,698 
G 53,426 53,812 54,196 54,583 54,968 55,353 55,736 56,123 
H 55,730 56,155 56,581 57,433 57,859 58,285 58,70757,008 
61,144I 57,990 58,440 59,341 60,243 60,69358,888 59,793 
60,328 60,779 62,581 63,481J 61,226 61,680 62,130 63,032 
62,667 63,116 64,468 64,920 65,819K 63,564 64,017 65,369 
65,080 65,531 65,978 66,431 66,883 67,333 67,783 68,233L 
M 67,571 68,021 68,922 69,373 69,824 70,274 70,72368,468 
70,137 71,035 71,940 72,390 72,841 73,290N 70,588 71,488 
72,780 75,93473,230 73,678 74,131 74,583 75,032 75,4830 
75,500 75,949 78,406P 76,398 76,850 77,301 78,202 78,652 
Q 81,44778,295 78,745 79,192 79,646 80,097 80,548 80,998 
81,167R 81,616 82,968 83,420 83,869 84,31982,065 82,518 
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SALARY SCHEDULE II 
GUIDANCE COUNSELORS, DIRECTOR OF GUIDANCE, SCHOOL PSYCHOLOGISTS, COl'iENT
 
SPECIALISTS At"ID COORDINATORS, GRADE MACHINE LEAD CONTACT, WEBSITE
 
COORDINATOR Ac~D CONTACTS AND MENTORS
 
GUIDANCE COUNSELORS and SCHOOL PSYCHOLOGISTS SHALL HAVE THE FOLLOWING WORK YEAR 
AND SHALL BE COMPENSATED AS FOLLOWS: 
a)	 The work year for guidance counselors \Yill consist of the bargaining unit work year plus twenty (20) 
days. The extra days will be worked after the last scheduled bargaining unit workday in June and prior 
to the first scheduled bargaining unit workday in September. The scheduling of the twenty days \Yill be 
done by the guidance counselor and the building principal. 
b)	 Guidance increments were abolished beginning in 2002-03. 
c)	 For all full days worked in excess of the bargaining unit work year, compensation shall be at the rate of 
basis of 1/200 per diem of the guidance counselor's annual base salary. The per diem rate shall be that 
of the fiscal year in which the work is performed. Starting on July 1,2002, guidance counselors will be 
paid an hourly rate as per Schedule VI for all hours worked outside the negotiated work day and/or work 
year during the negotiated work year. All such hours will need the prior approval of the Superintendent. 
d)	 The work year for school psychologists will consist of the bargaining unit work year plus five (5) days. 
The extra days will be worked after the last scheduled bargaining unit workday in June and prior to the 
first scheduled bargaining unit workday in September. The scheduling of the five (5) days will be done 
in conjunction with the appropriate district administrator(s). Additional days may be scheduled as 
needed with the prior approval of the Superintendent. 
e)	 For all full days worked in excess of the bargaining unit work year, compensation shall be at the rate of 
basis of 1/200 per diem of the school psychologist's annual base salary. The per diem rate shall be that 
of the fiscal year in which the work is performed 
DIRECTOR OF GUIDANCE: 
2008-2009 $3,129
 
2009-2010 $3,270
 
2010-2011 $3,409
 
MY GRADEBOOK LEAD CONTACT (HIGH SCHOOL & MIDDLE SCHOOL) 
2008-2009 $1,460
 
2009-2010 $1,526
 
2010-2011 $1,591
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SALARY SCHEDULE II (con'f) 
WEBSITE CONTACTS & MENTORING COMPENSATION 
WEBSITE BUILDING CONTACTS (HIGH SCHOOL & MIDDLE SCHOOL & ELEMENTARY) 
2008-2009 $1,460
 
2009-2011 $1,526
 
2010-2011 $1,591
 
DISTRICT "WEBSITE COORDINATOR 
2008-2009 $4,679
 
2009-2012 $4,890
 
2010-2011 $5,097 
MENTORING 
a)	 Mentors will be chosen by a steering committee. The Steering Committee will be comprised of a Mentor 
Coordinator, if one is appointed, Assistant Superintendent for Instruction, STA President or designee, 
building principal and a minimum of 2 teachers will be assembled to oversee the Mentor Program. 
b)	 Mentors will be selected upon an application and review process. Mentor positions will be posted via the 
district posting process. 
c)	 The District will provide training for mentors prior to the beginning of the training program. A mentor will 
need to undergo training only once. 
d)	 Guidelines for mentoring are outlined in the Solvay Union Free School District New Teacher Mentor 
Program description. 
e)	 The stipend for Mentors will be: 
2008 - 2009 $586
 
2009 - 2010 $612
 
2010-2011 $638
 
t)	 The mentor and intern shall be entitled to release from instructional time for a minimum of two (2) days 
each semester for attending to mentor/intern activities. These days shall be in addition to Superintendent's 
Conference days. 
The stipend for the Mentor Coordinator will be: 
2008 - 2009 $3,120
 
2009 - 2010 $3,260
 
2010 - 2011 $3,399
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SALARY SCHEDULE II (con't)
 
CONTENT SPECIALISTS, COORDINATORS, and SPEECH PATHOLOGIST COMPENSATION
 
Compensation is based on a two-tiered structure of three categories: those categories being related to the amount 
of time and responsibility required to fulfill the assigned position. 
Tiers are defined according to the total number of people in the department, area or program being led. Tier I, N' 
is used to designate departments of six or fewer (n .::s 6) teachers, including the leader, while Tier liB" designates 
departments of greater than six (n> 6) teachers, including the leader. 
The leadership assignments are divided among three (3) categories according to responsibility and accountability, 
as well as challenges to coordination of the tasks. The levels are assigned as follows: 
[ Tier A TierB I 
Category 1 K-3 Special Education Coordinator I 4-8 Special Education Coordinator 
I 9-12 Special Education Coordinator 
Category 2 K-12 Coordinators for ESL & Library K-12 Coordinators for AIS, Health and 
Media Physical Education, Visual & Performing ArtsI 
4-12 Coordinators for Foreign Language and Career and Technical Education I 
4-12 Content Specialists/AIS Coordinators for Math, Science, ELA and Social Studies Category 3 
i
I K-3 Literacy Coordinator 
Compensation is determined according to the indices in the grid below:
 
Category 1 2 3*
 
Tier A 1.0 1.25 1.85
 
TierB 1.25 1.6 1.85 
*Category 3 compensation is enhanced by release from fifteen (15) instructional periods per week. 
For the 2008-09 school year, Category I-Tier A will have the value $1,352, 2009-10 
Category I-Tier A will have a value of $1,413, and for 2010-11 Category I-Tier A will have the value of 
$1,473. The values in the remaining categories are calculated by multiplying the value in 
Category I-Tier A by the index contained within each category. 
SPEECH PATHOLOGIST SUPERVISION OF DISTRICT'S SPEEECH THERAPISTS 
The stipend for the Speech Pathologist will be: 
2008 - 2009 $2,000 
2009 - 2010 $2,089 
2010 - 2011 $2,179 
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SALARY SCHEDULE III
 
COACHES
 
Stipends shall increase by 4% per year from 2008-2009, 4.5% per year from 2009-2010 and 4.25% per year from 2010-2011 on all of Salary Schedule 
II! Coaches - Part I and Part II. 
FOR APPOINTMENT OF COACHES, SEE ARTICLE XIIL 
NOTE FOR HIGH SCHOOL AND MIDDLE SCHOOL COACHES, PARTS 1 AND 2: When sports seasons extend beyond the last game of 
the regular season, coaches are compensated on a prorated basis at their weekly rate beginning with the first day of practice following the last 
game of the regular season. 
PART 1: HIGH SCHOOL 
2008-2009 
L-l, 1-2 L-2,3-4 
YEARS 
SPORT WEEKS 
YEARS 
iFOOTBALL 10 ! 
HEAD COACH VARSITY $4,305 $5,182 ! 
ASST. VARSITY COACH (2), JV COACH (2),
 
MODIFIED COACH (2)
 $3,914$3,235 
EQUIPMENT MGR $1,462 $1,924 
[For Camera Person see Schedule V]
 
SOCCER (BOYS & GIRLS)
 10 
HEAD COACH $4,574$3,943 
JVCOACH $2,956 $3,435 
CROSS COUNTRY (BOYS & GIRLS) $4,57410 $3,943 
14
 
HEAD COACH VARSITY
 
BASKETBALL 
$3,996 $4,829 
NCOACH $2,980 $3,616 
14
 
HEAD COACH
 
VOLLEYBALL 
$3,996 $4,829 
JVCOACH $2,980 $3,616 
14
 
HEAD COACH
 
WRESTLING 
$3,996 $4,829 
NCOACH $2,980 $3,616 
14
 
HEAD COACH
 
HOCKEY 
$4,829$3,996 
ASSISTANT COACH $3,616$2,980 
14
 
HEAD COACH
 
INDOOR TRACK (BOYS/GIRLS) 
$3,996 $4,829 
ASSISTANT COACH (l) $3,616$2,980 
14 $1,998 $2,415BOWLING 
11 
I HEAD COACH 
BASEBALL & SOFTBALL 
$2,762 $3,614 
I ASSISTANT COACH $2,077 $2,703 
, TRACK (BOYS & GIRLS) 11
 
HEAD COACH
 $2,762 I $3,614 
ASSISTANT COACH (2) $2,077 $2,703I 
! 
i 
11 ! $2,077 $2,703GOLF 
,I 
I 
L-3,5-6 L-4, iYEARS 7+YEARS 
$6,061 $6,938 
$4,590 $5,268 
$2,385 $2,844 
$5,207 $5,841 
$3,915 $4,396 
$5,207 $5,841 
$5,662 $6,495 
$4,254 $4,891 
$5,662 $6,495 
$4,254 $4,891 
$5,662 $6,495 
$4,254 $4,891 
$5,662 $6,495 
$4,254 i $4891 
I 
$5,662 1 $6,495 
$4,254 $4,891 
$2,831 i $3,248 
I 
! 
I 
$4,466 I $5,320 
$3,333 i $3,959 
i 
$4,466 $5,320 
$3,333 $3,959 
, 
$3,333 I $3,959 
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SALARY SCHEDULE III
 
COACHES
 
FOR APPOINTMENT OF COACHES, SEE ARTICLE X/lL 
NOTE FOR mGR SCHOOL AND MIDDLE SCHOOL COACHES, PARTS 1 AND 2: When sports seasons extend beyond 
the last game of the regular season, coaches are compensated on a prorated basis at their weekly rate beginning with the first 
day of practice following the last game ofthe regular season. 
PART I: HIGH SCHOOL 
2009-2010 
SPORT WEEKS L-J. 1-2 L-2,3-4 I L-3,5-6 L-4. 
YEARS 7+YEARSYEARS i YEARS 
i 
10FOOTBALL 
HEAD COACH VARSITY $6,334$4,499 $5,415 $7,250 
ASST. VARSITY COACH (2), JV COACH (2), !I 
MODIFIED COACH (2) $4,090$3,381 $4,7971 $5,505 
EQUIPMENT MGR $1,528 ! $2,011 $2,492 ' $2,972 
[For Camera Person see Schedule V] 
SOCCER (BOYS & GIRLS) 10 
HEAD COACH $4,120 $4,780 $5,441 $6,104 
JVCOACH $3,590$3,089 $4,091 $4594 
CROSS COUNTRY (BOYS & GIRLS) I 10 $4,780$4,120 $5,441 $6104 
14BASKETBALL 
HEAD COACH VARSITY $4,176 $5,917$5,046 $6,787 
JVCOACH $3,114 $3,779 $4,445 $5,111 
14VOLLEYBALL 
HEAD COACH $4,176 $5,046 $5,917 $6,787 
JVCOACH $4,445$3,114 $3,779 $5,111 
14WRESTLING 
HEAD COACH $4,176 $5,046 $5,917 $6,787 
JVCOACH $3,779$3,114 $4,445 $5,111 
14HOCKEY 
HEAD COACH $4,176 $5,046 $5,917 $6,787 
ASSISTANT COACH $3,114 $3,779 $4,445 $5,111 i 
~ 
I14I INDOOR TRACK (BOYS/GIRLS) 
HEAD COACH $5,917$4,176 I $5,046 $6,787 
ASSISTANT COACH (1) $3,114 I $3,779 $4,445 $5,111 
I 
I 
14 $2,088 $2,524 $2,958BOWLING $3,394 
11: BASEBALL & SOFTBALL 
HEAD COACH $3,777$2,886 $4,667 $5,559 
I ASSISTANT COACH $2,825$2,170 $3,483 $4,137 
I TRACK (BOYS & GIRLS) 11 
HEAD COACH $3,777 $4,667$2,886 $5,559 
I ASSISTANT COACH (2) $2,170 $2,825 i $3,483 $4,137 
II 
11 $2,170 $2,825 $3,483i GOLF $4,137 
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SALARY SCHEDULE III 
COACHES 
FOR APPOINTMENT OF COACHES, SEE ARTICLE XIII. 
NOTE FOR HIGH SCHOOL AND MIDDLE SCHOOL COACHES. PARTS 1 AND 2: When sports seasons extend beyond the last game of 
the regular season, coaches are compensated on a prorated basis at their weekly rate beginning with the first day of practice following the last 
game of the regular season. 
PART I: HIGH SCHOOL 
20JO-2011 
SPORT 
FOOTBALL 
HEAD COACH VARSITY 
ASST. VARSITY COACH (2), JV COACH (2), 
WEEKS L-l, 1-2 L-2,3-4 L-3,5-6 L-4, 
YEARS YEARS 7+YEARSYEARS 
10 
$5,645$4,690 $6,603 $7,558 
IMODIFIED COACH (2) $3,524 $4,264 $5,000 $5,739I 
$2,598 $3,098EQUIPMENT MGR $1,593 $2,096I 
rFor Camera Person see Schedule Vl 
SOCCER (BOYS & GIRLS) 10 
$4,983 $5,673 $6,363HEAD COACH $4,296 
$4,789JVCOACH $3,220 $3,742 $4,265 
10 $5,673CROSS COUNTRY (BOYS & GIRLS) $4,296 $4,983 $6,363 
14
 
HEAD COACH VARSITY
 
BASKETBALL 
$6,168 $7,076$4,353 $5,261 
JV COACH $3,939 $4,634 $5,328$3,246 
14
 
HEAD COACH
 
VOLLEYBALL 
$4,353 $5,261 $6,168 $7,076 
$4,634 $5,328JVCOACH $3,939$3,246 
i14
 
HEAD COACH
 
WRESTLING 
$5,261 $6,168 $7,076$4,353 
$5,328$3,939 $4,634JVCOACH $3,246 
14
 
HEAD COACH
 
HOCKEY 
$6,168 $7,076$4,353 $5,261 
ASSISTANT COACH $3,246 $3,939 $4,634 $5,328 
14
 
HEAD COACH
 
INDOOR TRACK mOYS/GIRLS) 
$6,168 $7,076 
ASSISTANT COACH (1) 
$4,353 $5,261 
$4,634 $5,328$3,246 I $3,939 
, 
! 
14 $2,177 i $2,631 $3,084 ! $3,538BOWLING 
I I ! i ! 
i !11BASEBALL & SOFTBALL II 
$3,009 . $3,937 $4,865 I $5,796 !HEAD COACH 
$4,313 
, 
TRACK (BOYS & GIRLS) 
$2,945 $3,631. ASSISTANT COACH $2,263 
II 
$3,937 $4,865$3,009 $5,796HEAD COACH 
$3,631, ASSISTANT COACH (2) $2,945 $4,313$2,263 
I 
i GOLF $2,945 $3,631 $4,31311 I $2,263 
! 
. 
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SALARY SCHEDULE III
 
COACHES
 
FOR APPOINTiWENT OF COACHES, SEE ARTICLE Xlll 
NOTE FOR HIGH SCHOOL AND MIDDLE SCHOOL COACHES, PARTS 1 AND 2: When sports seasons extend beyond 
the last game of the regular season, coaches are compensated on a prorated basis at their weekly rate beginning with the first 
day of practice following the last game of the regular season. 
PART2: MIDDLE SCHOOL 
2008-2009 
SPORT WEEKS L-l, 
1-2 YRS 
L-2, 
3-4 YRS 
L-3, 
5-6 YRS 
L-4, 
7+YRS 
FOOTBALL 
MODIFIED, SEE Part 1, HIGH SCHOOL 
BASKETBALL 
BOYS 7 10.5 $2,011 $2,594 $3,176 $3,763 
BOYS 8 10.5 $2,011 $2,594 $3,176 $3,763 
GIRLS 7 10.5 $2,011 $2,594 $3,176 $3763 
GIRLS 8 10.5 $2,011 $2,594 $3,176 $3,763 
BASEBALL & SOFTBALL 10 $2,291 $2,664 $3,037 $3,406 
VOLLEYBALL 10.5 $2,011 $2,594 $3,176 $3,763 
WRESTLING 8.5 $1,550 $2,071 $2,591 $3,111 
TRACK (BOYS & GIRLS) 10 
HEAD COACH $2,291 $2,664 $3,037 $3.406 
ASSISTANT COACH $1,713 $2,071 $2,427 $2,782 
SOCCER (BOYS & GIRLS) 8 $1,713 $2,071 $2,427 $2,782 
CROSS COUNTRY (BOYS & GIRLS) 8 $1,713 $2,071 $2.427 $2,782 
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SALARY SCHEDULE IIICOACHES 
FOR APPOllVTlvlENT OF COACHES, SEE ARTICLE XIII. 
NOTE FOR HIGH SCHOOL AND MIDDLE SCHOOL COACHES, PARTS 1 AND 2: When sports seasons extend beyond 
the last game of the regular season, coaches are compensated on a prorated basis at their weekly rate beginning with the 
first day of practice following the last game of the regular season. 
PART2:	 MIDDLE SCHOOL 
2009-2010 
SPORT WEEKS L-l, 
1-2 YRS 
L-2, 
3-4 YRS 
L-3, 
5-6 YRS 
L-4, 
7+YRS 
FOOTBALL 
MODIFIED, SEE Part 1, HIGH SCHOOL 
BASKETBALL 
BOYS 7 10.5 $2,101 $2,711 $3,319 $3,932 
BOYS 8 10.5 $2,101 $2,711 $3,319 $3,932 
GIRLS 7 10.5 $2101 $2,711 $3,319 $3,932 
GIRLS 8 10.5 $2,101 $2,711 $3,319 $3,932 
BASEBALL & SOFTBALL 10 $2394 $2,784 $3174 $3,559 
VOLLEYBALL 10.5 $2,101 $2,711 $3,319 $3,932 
WRESTLING 8.5 $1,620 $2,164 $2,708 $3,251 
TRACK (BOYS & GIRLS) 10 
HEAD COACH $2,394 $2,784 $3,174 $3,559 
ASSISTANT COACH $1,790 $2,164 $2,536 $2,907 
SOCCER (BOYS & GIRLS) 8 $1,790 $2,164 $2,536 $2,907 
CROSS COUNTRY (BOYS & GIRLS) 8 $1,790 $2,164 $2,536 $2,907 
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SALARY SCHEDULE III 
COACHES 
FOR APPOINTMENT OF COACHES, SEE ARTICLE XIII. 
NOTE FOR HIGH SCHOOL AND MIDDLE SCHOOL COACHES, PARTS 1 AND 2: Wben sports seasons extend beyond 
the last game ofthe regular season, coaches are compensated on a prorated basis at their weekly rate beginning witb the 
first day of practice following the last game of the regular season. 
PART 2:	 MIDDLE SCHOOL 
2010-2011 
SPORT WEEKS L-l, 
1-2 YRS 
L-2, 
3-4 YRS 
L-3, 
5-6 YRS 
L-4, 
7+YRS 
FOOTBALL 
MODIFIED, SEE Part 1, HIGH SCHOOL 
BASKETBALL 
BOYS 7 10.5 $2,191 $2,826 $3,460 $4,099 
BOYS 8 10.5 $2,191 $2,826 $3,460 $4,099 
GIRLS 7 10.5 $2,191 $2826 $3,460 $4,099 
GIRLS 8 10.5 $2,191 $2,826 $3,460 $4,099 
BASEBALL & SOFTBALL 10 $2,496 $2,902 $3,309 $3,711 
VOLLEYBALL 10.5 $2,191 $2,826 $3,460 $4,099 
$0 $0 $0 $0 
WRESTLING 8.5 $1,689 $2,256 $2,823 $3,389 
TRACK (BOYS & GIRLS) 10 
HEAD COACH $2,496 $2,902 $3,309 $3,711 
ASSISTANT COACH $1,866 $2,256 $2,644 $3,031 
SOCCER <BOYS & GIRLS) 8 $1,866 $2,256 $2,644 $3,031 
CROSS COUNTRY (BOYS & GIRLS) 8 $1,866 $2,256 $2,644 $3,031 
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SALARY SCHEDULE III
 
COACHES
 
PART 3: INTRAMURALS
 
2008-2009
 
HIGH SCHOOL 
MIDDLE SCHOOL (2) 
ELEMENTARY 
HIGH SCHOOL 
MIDDLE SCHOOL (2) 
ELEMENTARY 
L-1, L-2, 
3-4 YRS 1-2 YRS 
$1,176$938 
$1,176$938 
$469 $589 
2009-2010 
L-1, L-2, 
1-2 YRS 3-4 YRS 
$980 $1,229 
$1,229$980 
$615$490 
2010-2011 
L-1, L-2, 
1-2 YRS 3-4 YRS 
$1,022 $1,28'1 
$1,28'1$1,022 
$511 $641 
L-3, 
5-6 YRS 
L-4, 
7+YRS 
$1,411 $1,650 
$1,411 $1,650 
$706 $826 
L-3, 
5-6 YRS 
L-4, 
7+YRS 
$1,475 $1,725 
$1,475 $1,725 
$738 $863 
HIGH SCHOOL 
MIDDLE SCHOOL (2) 
ELEMENTARY 
L-3, 
5-6 YRS 
L-4, 
7+YRS 
$1,537 $1,798 
$1,537 $1,798 
$769 $900 
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PART 4: CHEERLEADERS
 
2008-2009
 
L-1, 
1-2 YRS 
L-2, 
3-4 YRS 
L-3, 
5-6 YRS 
L-4, 
7+YRS 
HIGH SCHOOL FOOTBALL 
ADVISOR 
$666 $798 $930 $1,063 
HIGH SCHOOL FOOTBALL 
ASSISTANT 
$576 $710 $846 $981 
HIGH SCHOOL 
BASKETBALL ADVISOR 
$865 $1,037 $1,210 $1,382 
HIGH SCHOOL 
BASKETBALL ASSISTANT 
$750 $925 $1,100 $1,274 
MIDDLE SCHOOL $1,326 $1,635 $1,946 $2,255 
2009 -2010
 
L-1, 
1-2 YRS 
L-2, 
3-4 YRS 
L-3, 
5-6 YRS 
L-4, 
7+YRS 
HIGH SCHOOL FOOTBALL 
ADVISOR 
$696 $834 $972 $1,111 
HIGH SCHOOL FOOTBALL 
ASSISTANT 
$602 $742 $884 $1,025 
HIGH SCHOOL 
BASKETBALL ADVISOR 
$904 $1,084 $1,264 $1,444 
HIGH SCHOOL 
BASKETBALL ASSISTANT 
$784 $966 $1,150 $1,331 
MIDDLE SCHOOL $1,386 $1,708 $2,033 $2,356 
2010 -2011
 
L-1, 
1-2 YRS 
L-2, 
3-4 YRS 
L-3, 
5-6 YRS 
L-4, 
7+YRS 
HIGH SCHOOL FOOTBALL 
ADVISOR 
$725 $869 $1,013 $1,158 
HIGH SCHOOL FOOTBALL 
ASSISTANT 
$628 $774 $921 $1,068 
HIGH SCHOOL 
BASKETBALL ADVISOR 
$943 $1,130 $1,318 $1,506 
HIGH SCHOOL 
BASKETBALL ASSISTANT 
$817 $1,007 $1,199 $1,388 
MIDDLE SCHOOL $1,445 $1,781 $2,120 $2,456 
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SALARY SCHEDULE IV
 
EXTRACURRICDLARSCHEDULE
 
ACTIVITY 2008-09 2009-10 2010-11 
HS DRAMA/MUSICAL CLUB ADVISOR $2,250 $2,351 $2,451 
HS FALL PLAY DIRECTOR $1,350 $1,411 $1,471 
HS FALL PLAY ASSISTANT DIRECTOR $563 $588 $613 
HS MUSICAL 
DIRECTOR $3,042 $3,179 $3,314 
MUSICAL DIRECTOR $1,773 $1,853 $1,932 
PROPS/COSTUMES $851 $889 $927 
TECH DIRECTOR $85'1 $889 $927 
LIGHTS AND SOUND $851 $889 $927 
MIDDLE SCHOOL MUSICAL 
DIRECTOR $1,828 $1,911 $1,992 
MUSICAL DIRECTOR $1,659 $1,733 $1,807 
PRODUCER $450 $471 $491 
ART DIRECTOR $450 $471 $491 
STAGE MANAGER $450 $471 $491 
LIGHTS AND SOUND $225 $235 $245 
MIDDLE SCHOOL TALENT SHOW, EACH OF 2 $1,139 $1,190 $1,241 
ADVISOR, SENIOR CLASS $2,152 $2,249 $2,344 
ADVISOR, JUNIOR CLASS $1,518 $1,587 $1,654 
ADVISOR, SOPHOMORE CLASS $1,075 $1,124 $1,172 
ADVISOR, FRESHMAN CLASS $1,075 $1,124 $1,172 
ADVISOR, STUDENT COUNCIL, EACH OF 2 $1,518 $1,587 $1,654 
YEARBOOK, MIDDLE SCHOOL $1,694 $1,770 $1,846 
YEARBOOK, HIGH SCHOOL* $2,530 $2,644 $2,757 
SKI CLUB $1,012 $1,057 $1,102 
NATIONAL HONOR SOCIETY $1,518 $1,587 $1,654 
KEY CLUB $1,012 $1,057 $1,102 
SAD.D. $823 $860 $896 
HIGH SCHOOL LITERARY MAGAZINE $823 $860 $896 
LANGUAGE AND SUB~IECT CLUBS, EACH: 
Spanish (MS & HS), French (HS) Italian (MS & HS), Science, Business, Art (MS & 
HS), Technolol:W, Character Education (MS and HS), Media Graphics Club 
$633 $662 $690 
NATIONAL JUNIOR HONOR SOCIETY $1,075 $1,124 $1,172 
HS BAND AND CHORUS CLUB $633 $662 $690 
UNITED NATIONS $633 $662 $690 
BOOK ROOM MANAGER $1,771 $1,851 $1,929 
MIDDLE SCHOOL STUDENT COUNCIL $1,266 $1,323 $1,379 
HIGH SCHOOL SCIENCE OLYMPIAD $948 $99'1 $1,033 
GRADE LEVEL COORDINATORS, (4Ir , 5'r'6In , 7w , 8m) $823 $860 $896 
WEE DELIVER PROGRAM $379 $396 $412 
MIDDLE SCHOOL NEWSPAPER $823 $860 $896 
MIDDLE SCHOOL SCIENCE FAIR MENTOR, EACH OF 2 $948 $99'1 $1,033 
MATH LEAGUE (HIGH SCHOOL) $948 $991 $1,033 
MATH LEAGUE (MIDDLE SCHOOL) $948 $991 $1,033 
ELEMENTARY YEARBOOK ADVISOR $849 $887 $925 
*High School yearbook advisor receives an additional duty-free period. 
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SALARY SCHEDULE V 
CHAPERONES AND ASSISTANTS AT EVENTS A.~D GAMES 
Chaperone Selection 
At all sporting events involving chaperones, ticket takers, scorekeepers or clock keepers, personnel will be 
selected from among members of the bargaining unit. Non-unit members may be hired only when there are no 
unit members available. However non-bargaining unit members who presently do these duties will be 
grandfathered in their present duties. The positions for fall chaperoning will be posted in May ofeach year, and 
winter and spring chaperoning \\-111 be posted in September, and there will be a list of interested personnel 
accumulated and submitted to the Athletic Director. 
A meeting will be held to explain the duties involved, and these people will assume supervision at 
sporting events on mutually agreed upon dates. All of these people will be paid the scheduled 
chaperone rate. 
At all non-athletic events involving chaperones, personnel will be selected from among bargaining unit 
members. Non-unit members may be hired only when there are no unit members available. The positions will 
be posted in September, and a list of interested personnel accumulated and submitted to the building principal. 
EVENT OR ACTIVITY PER GAME or ASSIGNMENT 
2008-09 2009·10 2010·11 
VARSITY BASKETBALL
 
TIMEKEEPER (1)
 $65.70 $68.70 $71.60 
SHOT CLOCK OPERATOR (1) $65.70 $68.70 $71.60 
SCOREKEEPER (1) $65.70 $68.70 $71.60 
CHAPERONES (Maximum of 4) $73.70$70.50 $76.80 
I 
I VARSITY HOCKEY i 
CHAPERONES (Maximum of 2) I $65.70 $68.70 $71.60 
VARSITY WRESTLING
 
CHAPERONES (Maximum of 2)
 $65.70 $68.70 $71.60 
WINTER WEEKEND
 
CHAPERONES (Maximum of 10-­
anyone person limited to two [2])activities
 $68.70$65.70 $71.60 
$70.00$67.00CAMERA PERSON $73.00 I 
! 
CHAPERONES FLAT FEE FLAT FEE FLAT FEE 
2008-09 2010-112009·10 
$65.70 $68.70 ! $71.60I HIGH SCHOOL and MIDDLE SCHOOL DANCES, 
Iand OTHER APPROVED ELEMENTARY AND I 
SECONDARY CHAPERONE ASSIGNMENTS i 
I j 
PER DIEM I PER DIEM I PER DIEM 
I
I 
2009·102008·09 2010·11 
I 
I 
$65.70 . $68.70MUSIC COMPETITIONS $71.60 
Reference Article XXI Sec. 9 
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SALARY SCHEDULE VI 
ADDITIONAL SUPPLEMENTAL COMPENSATION 
Home Instruction 
Home instruction teachers shall be compensated at the rate of$28.00 per hour in 2008-09, $29.00 per hour in 
2009-10, and $31.00 per hour in 20 I0-11. In the event that the student does not report for a scheduled 
session, the teacher shall be compensated for (I) hour of work. 
Curriculum Development 
Unit members who participate in approved curriculum development activities outside the bargaining unit 
work day or work year shall be compensated at the rate of$28.00 per hour in 2008-09, $29.00 per hour in 
2009-10, and $31.00 per hour in 20 I0-11. 
Workshops 
Bargaining unit members who participate in District sponsored workshops and/or training outside the 
scheduled bargaining unit workday shall be compensated at the rate $28.00 per hour in 2008-09, $29.00 per 
hour in 2009-10, and $31.00 per hour in 20 I0-11. 
Instructors 
Teachers assigned to provide training outside the bargaining unit workday or work year shall be 
compensated at the rate of$38.00 per hour in 2008-09, $39.00 per hour in 2009-10, and $41.00 per hour in 
2010-11. 
Those preparing to instruct a course or training that is new to the District and will be offered outside the 
bargaining unit workday or work year as well as those preparing to provide new in-service training, during a 
staff development day will be eligible for the release time on a one time basis to develop the curriculum for 
such course or training. For teachers instructing a revision of a previously offered course, or training, release 
time will be considered on a case by case basis with consideration being given to the degree to which the 
original course or training has been revised. Release time will be as follows: 
• Half-day release for a course or training of up to 3 clock hours; or 
• Full-day release for courses or training running beyond 3 clock hours. 
Saturday Morning or Late Afternoon Detention 
a.	 Teachers assigned to the Saturday morning suspension/detention program shall be compensated at 
the rate of$28.00 per hour in 2008-09, $29.00 per hour in 2009-10, and $31.00 per hour in 20 I0-11. 
b.	 Staffing by secondary teachers - In the event no staff members are available due to illness or 
emergency, the administration will provide the supervision. 
Assessment Scorers 
Teachers who score the assessments will be compensated at 1/200 of their annual salary for a full day, or 
$38.00 per hour in 2008-09, $39.00 per hour in 2009-10, and $41.00 per hour in 2010-11, for less than a full 
workday, for any grading or scoring which is required by the District and which requires work beyond the 
bargaining unit's school calendar or if it is a state exam which requires committee style grading beyond the 
school day. 
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SALARY SCHEDULE VI
 
ADDITIONAL SUPPLEMENTAL COMPENSATION (CONT.)
 
Committee on Special Education 
Bargaining unit members who participate in Committee on Special Education meetings during vacation 
periods shall be compensated at the rate of$28.00 per hour in 2008-09, $29.00 per hour in 2009-10, and 
$31.00 per hour in 2010-11 . 
Proctor Rate 
Bargaining unit members who participate in monitoring students who are taking state assessments, with 
extended time that requires them to stay outside the bargaining unit workday, shall be compensated at the 
rate of$28.00 per hour in 2008-09, $29.00 per hour in 2009-10, and $31.00 per hour in 2010-11. 
Open House 
Any teacher asked to attend more than one (l) Open House or an orientation program outside of the work 
day or school year will be compensated at the rate of $28.00 per hour in 2008-09, $29.00 per hour in 2009­
10, and $31.00 per hour in 2010-11 as outlined in Salary Schedule VI - Additional Supplemental 
Compensation, Section 2. This rate shall apply beginning July 1, 2006. 
Mileage 
All teachers who are required to travel, other than from home to school and school to home, in 
connection with their duties will be paid mileage rate reimbursement at the rate approved for business miles 
deduction by the IRS allowance. 
Classroom Coverage 
No teacher will be deprived ofpreparation time nor have classes increased for the purpose ofperfonning 
substitute teacher duty except in emergencies. Examples of emergencies: 
1. Teacher illness during the school day 
2. Inadequate notice to District for the need of a substitute 
3. Personal emergency during the school day 
4. Teacher participation in other school building programs 
5. Emergency consultations with school personnel and/or parents. 
Teachers who are denied their preparation time or have their class size increased to provide substitute service 
will be compensated for each period of such coverage as follows: 
2008-2009 $16.40
 
2009-2010 $17.15
 
2010-2011 $17.95
 
The aforementioned option would be offered at the discretion of the Superintendent (or his/her designee) and 
would be voluntary on the part of the teacher. 
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SALARY SCHEDULE VII 
TENURE A.L~D LONGEVITY STIPENDS 
1. Tenure Stipend 
2008 - 2009 $670 
2009- 2010 $700 
2010 - 2011 $730 
2. Longevity Stipend 
Effective in 2008-2009, all qualified bargaining unit members who are entering the following years of 
credited service in the Solvay Union Free School District shall receive the following additional amounts 
added to their compensation. The longevity increments are cumulative. 
Years 2008-09 2009-10 2010-11 
19-24 $670 $700 $730 
25+ $670 $700 $730 
3. Additional Degrees
 
The district agrees to establish stipends for additional degrees according to the following schedule:
 
2008-2009 I 2009-2010 2010-2011 
Second Masters ! ! $973 $1,017 $1,060 
CAS 
I 
National Board Certification 
(or its equivalent) 
Doctorate 
$1,217 
$1,824 
$2,434 
$1,272 
$1,906 
$2,543 
$1,136 
$1,987 
$2,651 
I 
I 
! 
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APPENDIX A 
SOLVAY UNION FREE SCHOOL DISTRICT
 
APPLICATION FOR LEAVE
 
Under The
 
FAMILY A.~D MEDICAL LEAVE ACT OF 1993
 
I, (print name) __.,-­
Leave Act commencing on _----:-c=--::-----:-::-::-__.,--__
This application is to request (Check all that apply): 
-::-:­
and ending on, 
hereby apply for leave under the Family and Medical 
_ 
U Family Leave for: 
u	 Birth of a child ~ Care of child after birth ..J Placement of child with me for adoption/foster care 
In addition to first drawing from my accruedfamily illness days, I would /ike the following optional paid time to apply 
toward the above requestedfamily leave: 
~ Personal Business Days ~ Vacation Days (for 12 mo. employee)
 
~ Other days applicable to family illness per employment agreement
 
~ None of these optional days (remainder will be unpaid)
 
u	 Medical Leave for my Serious Health Condition 
In addition to first drawing from my accrued personal illness days. I would /ike the following optional paid time to apply 
toward the above requested medical leave: 
..J Personal Business Days ..J Vacation Days (for 12 mo. employee)
 
~ Neither of these optional days (remainder will be unpaid)
 
~	 Medical Leave for Serious Health Condition of: 
~ Spouse ..J Son or Daughter ..J Parent
 
~ Either an individual, or child of said individual, for whom I stand in loco parentis
 
In addition to first drawing from my accruedfamily illness days, I would like the following optional paid time to apply 
toward the above requested medical leave: 
..J Personal Business Days ..J Vacation Days (for 12 mo. employee) 
~ Other days applicable to family illness per employment agreement 
..J None of these optional days (remainder will be unpaid) 
If intermittent leave, specify first date ofleave (ifknown): _ 
Ifreduced work schedule, specify proposed schedule: _ 
I understand that: 
1. My total leave under the Family and Medical Leave Act shall not exceed 12 weeks within the district's fiscal year; 
2.	 The district will continue its contribution toward my health insurance coverage for up to 12 weeks, and I will continue 
my contribution; 
3. The district may require medical certification to support my request for this leave; 
4. Upon return from the leave, I will be assigned to my original position or to an equivalent position with equivalent 
pay, benefits, and other employment terms. 
Employee's Signature: Date: _ 
Superintendent's Comments: 
Approved: ..J	 Approved as Edited: ~ Denied: ~ 
Superintendent's Signature:	 Date: _ 
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APPENDIXB
 
SOLVAY UNION FREE SCHOOL DISTRICT
 
A:."fNUAL PROFESSIONAL PERFORMANCE REVIEW
 
INDIVIDUAL GOAL AND PROFESSIONAL LEARNING PLAN
 
Name of Teacher _ 
School Building _ 
Assignment _ 
Tenured _ Non-Tenured _ 
1st meeting date: 2nd meeting date: . ___ 3rt! meeting date: _ 
Describe your professional learning goal. The description must indicate the direct impact on your job 
performance within one of the nine domains indicated in the performance criteria. (See performance rubric 
descriptions). 
Domain: 
Goal description: 
Professional Learning Plan (attach additional sheets as needed) 
I
 
Success Indicators 
I 
I 
; 
Strategies and Activities Date Completed 
I 
I 
! 
Employee Signature/ Date Administrator Signature! Date 
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APPENDIX B-1 
SOLVAY UNION FREE SCHOOL DISTRICT 
Pre-Observation Conference Discussion Guide 
Teacher Name: Tenured: YeslNo School: 
Class to be Observed: Grade: Approximate Time of Observation: 
Observation Date: Observer: Post-Conference Date: 
New York State Learning Standard(s) addressed by this lesson (Where does this lesson connect with NYS 
curriculum documents?) 
Instructional objectives of this lesson (What will the students learn?): 
Activity/project/instructional strategy to be observed (What will the observer see?): 
Planned assessment strategies (How and when will we know that the intended learning tookplace?): 
Particular pedagogical strategies to be observed (Will'we focus on a particular teaching skill?) 
Other special notes for observer or teacher (Are there any special issues to consider?) 
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APPENDIX B-2 
SOLVAY UNION FREE SCHOOL DISTRICT 
Classroom Observation Report 
Teacher Name: Tenured: Yes/No School: 
Class Observed: Grade: Time: Pre-Conference Date: 
Observation Date: Observer: Post-Conference Date: 
Instructional objectives ofthis lesson (Jfnat will the students learn?): 
Planned assessment strategies (How and when will we know that the intended learning took place?): 
Lesson Summary (What happened in the classroom?): 
Instructional Design - This lesson exhibited the teacher's ability to:
 
./ Use knowledge ofthe intellectual, social and emotional development ofthis age group.
 
./ Incorporate knowledge ofcontent in the design ofthis lesson/unit.
 
./ Correlate lesson/unit planning with NYS and/or district curriculum.
 
./ Design lessons with clear and effective introductory and closing strategies.
 
./ Collaborate with students, parents, and support personnel in lesson development.
 
./ Select activities and resources/materials that support learning objectives and assessments.
 
./ Select activities and resources/materials that accommodate different learning styles and special needs.
 
./ Identify and organize all materials neededfor teaching the lesson/unit.
 
./ Incorporate instructional strategies that are considered current best practices for student learning.
 
./ Select assessments that accurately and effectively gauge student progress.
 
Comments: 
Instructional Delivery - This lesson exhibited the teacher's ability to: 
./ Provide clear directions and explanations to students. 
./ Model correct English usage and grammar in both spoken and written communication. 
./ Encourage student involvement in the lesson. 
./ Link learning with students' previous knowledge and experiences. 
./ Present material at the appropriate level andpace. 
./ Use time effectively. 
./ Motivate students and maintain student interest. 
./ Encourage independent thinking and learning. 
./ Capitalize on "teachable moments. " 
./ Provide accurate and constructive feedback to students during the lesson. 
./ Use prepared materials in a manner that promotes effective student learning. 
Comments: 
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Classroom Management - This lesson exhibited the teacher's ability to:
 
./ Establish procedures that clearly define the beginning and ending ofa lesson.
 
./ Effectively manage transitions between activities.
 
./ Use efficient systems for handling materials and supplies.
 
./ Establish and use a consistent. clear, and appropriate behavior management system.
 
./ Respond consistently to individual student behavior in an appropriate manner.
 
./ .A1aintain accurate and timely records ofstudent progress and attendance.
 
./ Promote respecr{ul and responsible interactions among students and adults.
 
Comments: 
Physical Environment - This lesson exhibited the teacher's ability to: 
./ Create an aesthetic environment that supports the curriculum. 
./ Organize hislher classroom to support student learning. 
./ Provide a healthy and safe environmentfor students and adults. 
./ Use equipment, materials, andfacilities efficiently, safely, and appropriately. 
Comments: 
Observer's Summative Comments - Note special strengths and/or suggestions for improving this lesson. 
Corrective Action Plan to be developed? __Yes,or__ No 
If yes, a copy is to be attached to this report when it is placed in the teacher's personnel file. 
Teacher's Comments ­
Teacher's Signature _*~. _ Date:
 
Observer's SignatUf:.;e::.:: _ Date: _
 
*Note: The teacher's signature indicates only that he or she has had an opportunity to review this report. 
So/vqv TeaChers Association - Collect.· B. '. 
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APPENDIX B-3 
CLASSROOM EVALUATION FORMS 
Instructional Skills Corrective Action Plan 
Teacher Name: Tenured: YesfNo School: 
Tenure Area: Last Observation Date: Post-Conference Date: 
Eva)uator: Corrective Action Plan Conference Date: 
Instructional ConcernslDeficiencies - Cite specific concerns noted on Observation Report(s). 
Corrective Strategies - List mutually developed strategies to correct noted deficiencies. 
Supporting Resources - List/explain various resources (i.e., people, time, and materials) that will be directed in 
support ofthese corrective strategies. 
Expected Outcome(s) - What will success look like? 
Follow-up -Agreed dates by which next conference and/or observation will occur. 
Teacher's Signature *: Date: _
 
Teacher's Representative, if present at this conference:
 
Evaluator's Signature: Date: _
 
• Note: A copy ofthis plan is to be filed with the teacher's observation report(s). 
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APPENDIXC
 
STRATEGIES FOR ACHIEVING AN APPR GOAL
 
Stratel.des for Achieving an APPR Goal 
The Annual Professional Perfonnance Review process will include a planning conference with a building 
administrator to establish a mutually agreed upon learning goal for the professional. Within 20 business days 
after the planning conference, the professional 'will meet again with the building administrator to submit and 
review the completed learning plan (including a goal, strategies for achievement, and means of assessment). 
The strategies for achieving the APPR goal will be listed in the professional's learning plan and may 
include, but are not limited to the following activities: 
• Cooperative Learning 
Integration of Technology into Teaching and Learning 
Learning Styles 
"Looping" 
Team Teaching 
Assessments and Rubrics 
• Thematic Units 
Implementation of Ideas from a Course, Conference, or Workshop 
Graphic Organizers 
Connecting Planning to the Standards (developing parallel tasks) 
Using the Scientific Method 
Making Connections Between School and Work 
Illustrative Components: 
>- Interviews 
>- Log/journal reflections on efforts and results 
);- Pictures 
>- Samples of student work 
> Videotapes of activities 
>- Survey instruments 
>- Informal classroom visits by colleagues and/or supervisors 
> Evidence of presentations to colleagues, parents, Board of Education 
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APPENDIXD
 
CONTENT SPECIALISTS AND COORDINATORS'
 
PERFORMANCE APPRAISAL
 
Solvay School District 
Confidential 
Content Specialists and Coordinators Performance Appraisal 
Name 
------------­
Department/Grade Level _ 
Building(s): School Year _ 
Q Solvay Elementary Semi-Annual Meeting was held on _ 
Q Solvay Middle School Date of Performance Appraisal 
Q Solvay High School Conference 
----------­
Purpose 
The Solvay School District and the Solvay Teachers' Association have jointly developed the Performance 
Appraisal Process for Content Specialists and Coordinators in order to conduct a mutually beneficial performance 
appraisal process. The purpose of the appraisal process is to: 
• Provide a system which encourages joint goal setting 
• Provide clear feedback on performance 
• Assess the employee's work activities in relation to the position's roles/responsibilities 
• Provide a system, which allows for constructive assistance based upon a consistently applied appraisal process. 
When responding, attach additional sheets as needed. Make comments in both areas: 
• Overall Assessment of Accomplishment 
List general perfonnance accomplishments indicating how the content specialist'coordinator has contributed to the 
goals and mission of the school district. 
• Specific Factors 
List specific perfonnance accomplishments based on a current, up-to-date job description reflecting the degree to 
which the chairperson or coordinator has facilitated the work of the department or grade level in these areas: 
Curriculum (Curriculum ReviewlDevelopment, Technology Review/Integration and Instructional 
Materials Selection) 
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Content Specialists and Coordinator's Performance Appraisal 
Confidential 
Staff Development (Mentoring, CourseslWorkshops, Networking and Planning Activities) 
Working Relations with Staff and Administration (Communication, Meetings and 
Recordkeeping) 
Management (Budget Development and Staffing Recommendations) 
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Content Specialists and Coordinator's Performance Appraisal
 
Confidential
 
OrganizationIPlanning (Developing Goals, Communicating Goals, Monitoring Progress and Soliciting 
Feedback) 
Goals, Objectives and Need 
Additional Comments 
Superintendent: 
Content Specialist or Coordinator 
ContenSpecialistlCoordinator Date 
Superintendent's Signature Date 
* Signature does not necessarily imply agreement with the evaluation but merely that the evaluation has been understood. 
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Coach Name: 
Position: 
PERSONAL & PROFESSIONAL 
RELATIONSHIP 
1.	 Coach to Players (a positive role 
model) 
2.	 Coach to Faculty & Staff 
3.	 Coach to Parents 
4.	 Coach to Coaching Staff 
5.	 Coach to Officials 
6.	 Bench Conduct & Rapport 
7.	 Attitude Towards Opposing 
Coaches & Teams 
8.	 Understands & cooperates with rules, 
regulations & procedures 
EffectiveCOACHING ABILITIES 
1.	 Knowledge ofthe sport 
2.	 Well-planned practice sessions 
(effective utilization ofpractice time) 
3.	 Proper teaching methods of all skills 
& techniques 
4.	 Motivational Techniques 
APPENDIXE
 
COACHING EVALUATION FOR'f
 
Solvay Athletic Department 
Coaching Evaluation 
_ 
_ 
Effective Needs to
 
J.ffiI2!ove
 
I 
Sport: _ 
Date: _ 
Ineffective Commentsl Recommendations 
I 
! 
I 
Needs to Ineffective Comments! Recommendations 
Improve 
I
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I 
5.	 Maintains Team Discipline; Control & 
Supervision (locker rooms, tield or court, bus, etc.) 
6.	 Enforcement of team rules in a consistent 
equitable manner. 1111­
RELATED COACHING RESPONSIBILITIES Effective	 Needs to Ineflective Comments! Recommendations 
Improve 
1.	 Completion of delegated responsibilities in a 
Timely manner (budget request, parent 
Meetings, transportation request, etc.) 
2.	 Equipment Tasks (distribution, collection, 
care inventory.) 
3.	 Participation in League & Sectional 
Activities (i.e. meetings) 
4.	 Public Relations Skills 
5.	 Evidence of professional growth (attendance 
at clinics & workshops.) 
I
 
STATUS FOR NEXT SEASON 
As of this date, the Athletic Director intends to recommend (circle one) this coach for re-appointment to this position. Additional specific 
recommendations for improvement arel are not (circle one) attached to this evaluation. 
Evaluator's Signature, Title: Date: _ 
COACH'S COMMENTS: 
.. Coach's Signature, Date: _ 
.. Coach's Signature only implies that helshe has reviewed this evaluation. 
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APPENDIXF
 
APPROVAL FOR IN-SERVICE CREDIT
 
TO: SUPERINTENDENT OF SCHOOLS 
FROM: / ,, _ 
Teacher's Name Signature 
DATE: _ 
1would like to register for the in-service training indicated below and am requesting approval for that course to be 
credited toward my accumulated in-service hours for advancement on our salary schedule when successfully 
completed. My certificate of participation will be provided to confirm completion. 
CollegelUniversity/Center: _ 
Clock Hours: (,Please attach a copy of the course description) 
Dates attending: _ 
I am interested in taking this course because it relates to my current role in education as follows: 
U*FOR CENTRAL OFFICE USE*** 
This course is approved/denied for in-service credit toward your salary advancement. 
If credit is denied, the reason is: _ 
Superintendent's Signature: Date: _ 
TO: Teacher Requesting Approval 
FROM: Superintendent of Schools 
Please sign. date, and return a copy ofthis approval when you have successfully completed this training. 
Teacher's Signature: Date: _ 
Cc: Personnel File Rev. 10/2001 
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APPENDIXG 
APPROVAL FORM FOR GRADUATE COURSE CREDIT 
TO: SUPERINTENDENT OF SCHOOLS 
FROM: I _ 
Teacher's Name Signature 
DATE: _ 
I would like to register for the graduate course indicated below and am requesting approval for that course to be 
credited toward my accumulated graduate hours for advancement on our salary schedule when successfully 
completed. My transcript will be provided to confirm completion. 
College or University: _
 
Course Number & Name:
 
Credit Hours: (Please attach a copy of the course description)
 
Semester: Starting Date: _
 
I am interested in taking this course because it relates to my current role in education as follows:
 
***FOR CENTRAL OFFICE USE*** 
This course is approved/denied for credit toward your salary advancement. 
If credit is denied, the reason is: _ 
Superintendent's Signature: Date: _ 
TO: Teacher Requesting Approval 
FROM: Superintendent of Schools 
Please sign, date, and return a copy of this approval when you have successfully completed this training. 
Teacher's Signature: Date: _ 
cc; Personnel File Rev [8199] 
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APPENDIXH 
SOLVAY SCHOOLS 
403(b) TAX SHELTER 
As an employee of Solvay Schools, you are entitled to participate in the 403(b) Tax Shelters managed by the 
O:MNI Group. If you are interested please check the YES box below, if not please check the NO box. This form 
MUST be completed and signed regardless of which option you choose 
If you wish to participate in a 403(b) Tax Shelter, you can go to the OMNI web site: www.omni403b.com to 
get a listing of participating vendors. You also can get the forms needed to sign up for the payroll deductions 
once you have sent up an account with the vendor of your choice. All forms should be sent to the OMNI Group 
not Solvay Schools. 
By signing this form you acknowledge that you were offered a choice of participating in a tax shelter and have 
indicated your choice below. 
D Yes, I wish to participate in a 403(b) Tax Shelter.
 
D No, I do not wish to participate in the 403(b) Tax Shelter at this time.
 
Signature Date 
Print your name 
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APPENDIXH
 
SOLVAY SCHOOLS
 
DISTRICT MATCHING OF 403(b) EMPLOYEE CONTRIBUTIONS 
All SSEU, STA, Administrators, and Confidential employees who participate in the 403(b) Tax Shelter payroll 
deductions are eligible to receive District matching funds that are deposited into the ING fund. The matching 
percentage amount is __% of your current contract salary. You must contribute through payroll deductions to 
a 403(b) at least the same amount to receive the matching 
If you are interested please check the YES box below, if not please check the NO box. This form MUST be 
completed and signed regardless of which option you choose 
By signing this form you acknowledge this contribution by the District and agree to its implementation. 
Contact your association representatives if you have any questions. 
D Yes, I agree to the 403(B) non-elective deferred compensation plan contribution.
 
D No, I do not agree to the 403(B) non-elective deferred compensation plan contribution. Do not send the
 matching on my behalf. 
Signature Date 
Print your name 
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OMNI® The Omni Group 
Watertower Office Park 
1099 Jay Street 
Rochester, NY 14611 
"Your Compliance Specialists" (585) 436-0MN I 
Toll Free: (877) 544-0MNI Employer Fax: (585) 436-3633 
(DOO) 0 OMNI 403(b) FLEX FORM 
Please Print	 
-------------­
www.Omni403b.com 
Employee Name:	 Employee 55#: 
Date of Birth:	 Date of Hire: 
Salary Adjustment Agreement for Tax Sheltered Annuities 
- IMPOBTANT NOTICE -----­
Before You Sign, Read AJllnformation on this form: (Note: ALL employees are eligible to participate in a 403(b) Plan (Tax Sheltered 
Annuities or TSA's). A TSA is an investment account that is set aside for your retirement (only), and is paid for with "pre-tax· dollars. Unless utilizing the 
catch-up provisions, your maximum contribution cannot exceed $15,500 ($20,500 if aged 50 or over). 
Part 1. Contribution Information: (Select only those that apply) 
o	 I do not wish to participate at this time I understand that I may participate in the TSA program at any time in the future simply by contacting an 
approved district TSA vendor. (Please sign and date on reverse side in Part 4 and return to Business Office.) 
o	 No change. (I'm a current TSA participant: continue my existing salary reduction and Service Provider.) 
o	 Initiate New Salary Reduction. I have already opened a new TSA; my account # is _ Please deduct per pay 
o	 Change Salary Reduction. This is notification to change the amount of my TSA salary reduction from $ per pay to $ _ 
per pay 
o	 Change Service Provider. This is notification to change my Service Provider (indicate amounts in Part 2) from to 
My new account # is ----------­
o	 Discontinue Salary Reduction. Please discontinue my TSA salary reduction with the following Service Provider: _ 
Implementation Date: Salary reduction instructions shall be implemented in accordance with Employer's administrative schedule. 
Part 2. Service Provider (Investment Company): (This section must be completed if you are participating in the Plan) 
Investment Company Amount Per Pay Period 
1. 
2. 
3. 
Total Per Pay Remittance 
Part 3. Agreement 
The above named Employee agrees to modify his/her salary as indicated above. Employer agrees to transfer the above stated funds on Employee's behalf 
into the annuity or custodial accounts selected by Employee. It is intended that the requirements of all applicable state or federal income tax rules and 
regulations (Applicable Law) will be met. The Employee understands and agrees to the following: 
1 ) This Salary Reduction Agreement is legally binding and irrevocable with respect to amounts paid. 
2) This Salary Reduction Agreement may be changed with respect to amounts not yet paid. 
3) This Salary Reduction Agreement may be terminated at any time for amounts not yet paid or available, and that a termination request is 
permanent and remains in effect until a new Salary Reduction Agreement is submitted. 
4) Omni will assume the responsibIlity for determining that service provider contracts are 403 (b) qualified. 
Employee acknowledges that Employer has made no representation to Employee regarding the advisability. appropriateness, or tax consequences of the 
purchase of the annuity and/or custodial account described herein. Employee agrees Employer shall have no liability whatsoever for any and all losses 
suffered by Employee with regard to his/her selection of the annuity and/or custodial account, its terms, the selection of the insurance company or 
regulated investment company, the financial condition, operation of or benefits provided by said insurance company or regulated investment company, or 
his/her selection and purchase of shares of regulated investment companies. Nothing herein shall affect the terms of employment between Employer and 
Employee. This agreement supersedes all prior salary reduction agreements and shall automatically terminate if Employee's employment is terminated. 
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·.- IMPORTANT INFORMATION - _•. 
1.	 Employer does not choose the annuity contract or custodial account in which your contributions are 
invested. Employer neither endorses any authorized TSA vendor, nor is responsible for any investments. 
2.	 Employees are responsible for setting up and signing the legal documents to establish your annuity contract 
for custodial account. 
3.	 In order to receive the expected tax results, Employees are responsible for investing in annuity contracts or 
.accounts that meet the requirements of Section 403(b) of the Internal Revenue Code. Omni will ascertain that 
vendors meet the requirements of section 403 (b). 
4.	 Employees are responsible for naming a death beneficiary under annuity contracts or custodial accounts. This 
normally done at the time the contract or account is established. Beneficiary designations should be reviewed 
periodically. 
5.	 When provided all required information in a timely manner, Omni is responsible for determining that 
deductions do not exceed the allowable contribution limits under Applicable Law, and will complete MAC calculations 
as required by law. 
6.	 Employees should ensure that Omni is notified of any distributions or loans from 
To be Completed by Employee 
Part 4. Employee Signature (Please Return to The Omni Group unless otherwise advised by district) 
I certify that I have read this complete agreement and that my salary reductions do not exceed contribution limits as determined by Applicable Law. I 
understand my responsibilities as an Employee under this Program, and I request that Employer take the action specified in this agreement I 
understand that all rights under the annuity or custodial account established by me under the Program are enforceable solely by my beneficiary, my 
authorized representative or me. 
Employee Signature:	 Oate: _ 
To be Completed by Sales Agent/Representative 
Part 5. Acknowledgment and Representation of Sales Agent/Representative (Not a Mandatory Requirement) 
I agree to comply with all pertinent written directives regarding the solicitation of Employees. A Maximum Allowance Calculation will be provided 
annually for Employees contributing more than $15,500 ($20,500 if over 50) or utilizing the "catch·up provisions". Furthermore, I agree to indemnify 
and hold harmless the Employer, any individual member of the governing board and the Employee participating in the 403(b) Program against any 
claims based on an error in the MAC I provided, except where the error is based upon erroneous information provided by Employer or Employee. 
Additionally, I will notify OMNI regarding any distributions or loan to participants. 
Sales Agent/Representative Name: ____."".._-::-:-,,--	 Phone'--- _ 
(Please Print) 
Address:
Signature:	 Oate: _ 
To be Completed by Business Office 
Part 6. Employer Section 
Contract Salary	 # of TSA Pay Periods TSA Effective/Change Date. Date of Hire 
Employer Signature:	 Title: --:Oate: _ 
To be Completed by The Omni Group
 
Part 7. Omni Verification
 
Authorized Omni Signature:	 Oate: _ 
Omni Financial Group, Inc. " 1099 Jay Street" Rochester, NY 14611 " (585) 436-0MNI 
and OMNI@ are registered service marks of Omni Financial Group, Inc. DBA The Omni Group 
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APPENDIX I
 
GRIEVANCE FORM
 
Solvay Teachers Association
 
Grievance Form
 
I Nam. ~__ School Date _ 
Employee's Statement: Please attach a narrative explaining the specific information regarding your grievance. 
Agreement Violation: 
Remedy Requested: 
Stage 1 Principal's Signature _ 
Employee's Signature ~ _ 
VP Grievance 
-,-------------------­Resolved Appealed _
 
Date filed_____ Date of Hearing, _ Date of Decision _
 
Stage 2 Superintendent's Signature ~ _ 
Employee's Signature, _ 
VP Grievance _ 
Resolved_____ Appealed _ 
Date filed Date of Hearin...g _ Date of Decision _ 
Stage 3 Board Clerk's Signature _ 
Employee's Signature _ 
VP Grievance 
Resolved____ Appealed _ 
Date filed_____ Date of Hearingo.- _ Date of Decision. _ 
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